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extinctie te bepalen welke optreedt bij lënkristalJiffractie. Aangezien
spindichtheidsmetingen in metalen en legeringen met behulp van gepolariseerde neutronen uiterst gevoelig zijn voor extinctiecorrecties dient men
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9. In veel experimentele studies van korte afstandsorde en klontering in
legeringen met behulp van diffuse röntgen- of neutronenverstrooiing wordt
de invloed van de eindigheid van het onderzochte deel der reciproke ruimte
op het scheidend vermogen in de reële ruimte onderschat.
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dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk IV.
10. Beschouwingen ten aanzien van de energieproblematiek in Nederland zouden
een beter beeld geven van de inspanningen op dit gebied en daardoor belangrijk aan geloofwaardigheid winnen wanneer de Europese Organisatie voor
Kernfysisch Onderzoek (CERN) te Genêve niet zou worden aangemerkt als een
internationaal centrum voor energieonderzoek.
A.A.T. van Rhijn, Atoomenergie Jj8, 3i7 (1976).

11. Op school al te zeer uitgaan van het kind schept conflicten tussen
enerzijds de individualiserende tendenzen in de school en de individualistische tendenzen in het kind en anderzijds een gezonde sociale
opvoeding.
12. Bij de besluitvorming met betrekking tot de inpoldering van de Markerwaard
dient rekening te worden gehouden met het feit dat de verzameling
pleziervaartuigen ten opzichte van het momenteel beschikbare oppervlaktewater in Nederland reeds als een geconcentreerd systeem moet worden beschouwd: de kosten per pleziervaartuig nemen toe met toenemende concentratie terwijl de geneugten verwateren.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

In most binary alloys the distribution of the two kinds of atoms over
the lattice sites is not completely random. This means that apart from
space and time dependent fluctuations in the local composition the occupation of various lattice sites is correlated when averaged either over
a sufficiently large number of sites or in time. These correlations
depend on temperature and composition ratio and on the kinds of atoms
involved. The tendency of atoms to surround themselves by atoms of the
other kind is known as short-range order. Oppositely, the tendency for
like nearest neighbours is called clustering.
These local environmental effects influence various physical properties
like e.g. the electrical resistivity and the magnetic behaviour of these
alloys. Since short-range order or clustering can rarely be avoided,
accurate knowledge of these correlations is needed for a correct interpretation of the observed physical properties. Moreover, in case of nonequilibrium the time-evolution of the correlations when relaxing towards
equilibrium, offers the possibility to study diffusion in these systems.
At this moment no complete and satisfactory theoretical description of
short-range order or clustering is available. However, an increasing
amount of often very detailed and accurate data on short-range order
made it possible to test various theories. Most of these are based on the
assumption that short-range order and clustering can only be described
by pairwise interactions. However, it is probably more realistic to consider also many-particle interactions.
At present very little is known about clustering and decomposing alloys.
This work describes an experimental investigation of clustering in Cu-Ni
alloys, its influence on the magnetic behaviour of the alloy and the
kinetics of clustering. This binary system has been selected, since it
is relatively simple:
i) the lattice parameters of the pure elements differ only three percent,
ii) complete solid solubility exists over a wide temperature range,
iii) equilibrium states of the system can be reached in an accessible
temperature range and
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iv) it is one of the systems most suited for diffuse scattering experiments, when investigated with thermal neutrons in combination with
the use of the isotopes

65

Cu and

62

Ni.

In chapter II some theoretical treatments which describe the atomic distribution in thermodynamic equilibrium are reviewed. It is shown in
which way information about these distributions can be deduced from
diffuse neutron scattering experiments. Also the influence of clustering
and short-range order on the electrical resistivity and the magnetic behaviour is discussed and it is shown how the latter can be investigated
by means of magnetic diffuse scattering of thermal neutrons.
In chapter III various approaches to describe clustering kinetics and
spinodal decomposition in non-equilibrium situations are reviewed.
In chapter IV relevant experimental details like sample preparation,
data collection and data reduction are given.
The chapters V, VI and VII contain the results of the investigation of
clustering in Cu-Ni alloys. In chapter V the thermodynamic equilibrium
states are treated. The influence of clustering on the magnetic moment
and its role in the occurrence of giant magnetic moments is discussed
in chapter VI, whereas the non-equilibrium measurements are presented
in chapter VII.
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CHAPTER II.
2.1.

CLUSTERING AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Introduction

In this chapter it will be discussed how the atoms in binary solid
solutions are distributed over the lattice sites and how various
physical properties depend on this distribution. A general survey of
all aspects, even when superficious, would be out of proportion at
this place. Therefore, a few topics have been selected which are closely
related to the nature of the investigation presented here.
First of all an expression will be derived which describes clustering
and short-range order as a function of pairwise interactions. Then the
influence of clustering and short-range order on the neutron scattering
cross-section of binary alloys will be shown. Closely related to this
the dependence of the electrical resistivity on clustering and shortrange order will be treated.
Furthermore it will be shown how the magnetic behaviour of alloys can
be observed by magnetic diffuse neutron scattering. Finally the influence
of clustering and short-range order on this behaviour will be discussed,
with special emphasis on transition metal alloys which show a non-linear
behaviour of magnetic properties with the concentration of potentially
magnetic atoms.
2.2.

Clustering

2.2.1. Introduction
It is our aim to present a derivation given by Clapp and Moss [1] of a
linear expression for the correlation function in binary alloys in terms
of interaction energies. We took this model because the relatively simple
results can be applied very well for temperatures hot to close to the
transition temperature. We give the derivation since it is an elegant
way to introduce the various definitions of concepts and functions which
will be used through this work.

- A-

Consider a three-dimensional Bravais lattice of which the N lattice sites
are occupied by atoms of type A and B in fractions c^ and eg, respectively; c. + c_ = 1. It is usually assumed that apart from a spin and a
vibrational term the configurational energy of the alloy can be described
by the following Hamiltonian

conf

2
i

i=1

„BA,

j=
N

B Al

(2.2.1)

A
B
where i and j represent the lattice sites and a. and a. are the occupaX

*•

^

tlon numbers for the respective sites; a. = 1 when site i is occupied by
X
.AB
*"
an atom X, otherwise a. = o . VT.(a) is the interaction energy between
an atom A at site i and an atom B at site j when the system is in state
{o} . VV.(a) can be rewritten as a product of a pairwise interaction,
independent of the environment of the pair of atoms and a polarization
factor which represents the influence of the surroundings of the atoms
at i and j . In a pairwise interaction approximation these polarization
effects are neglected completely. This is allowed when they are small
and then the real pairwise interactions can be derived directly from the
experimental correlation function. The approximation can also be used
when the alloy is completely ordered, even when the polarization effects
are large, because they are periodic within the ordered structure.
However, as a consequence,experiments with ordered alloys can only give
effective values for the pairwise interaction potentials, since the real
pairwise interactions are independent of the location in the crystal but
clearly influenced by the environment. Hence for alloys with short-range
order (s.r.o.) or clustering the approximation given above is based on
the assumption that for these systems the environment has no influerce
on the pairwise interactions. On these conditions eq. (2.2.1) becomes

Hconf

1 Z Ï
2

i=, j .

J

iJ i J

?AAA1.

(2.2.2)

The essential point of the pairwise approximation is illustrated in
figure 2.2.1. for a square lattice.
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The validity of this pairwise interaction approximation will be discussed
in more detail at a later stage.
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figure 2.2.1. Principle of the pairwise interaction approximation for a
square lattice.
2.2.2. Statistical theory
The statistical cheory for binary alloys, based upon the Hamiltonian of
eq. (2.2.2) is in many aspects equivalent to the Ising theory for magnetic
systems. For the three dimensional case no exact solutions exist, but
various attempts.have led to approximate solutions f 1-7].

The Hamiltonian

in eq. (2.2.2) can be simplified by introducing the Flinn operators 3^
[8] which have been defined as

8. = 2 ( 4 - c A ) = 2<c B -of>.

(2.2.3)

Using these in eq. (2.2.2) gives
i N N r

1

i

H = r I I \v°. + v..(5. + o.) + V..5.0. ,

(2.2.4)
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with

ij

ij"

ij

vï.

(2.2.5)

and

V.. = lV ( v ^
ij

2

ij

ij

ij'

The first two terms of eq. (2.2.4) are independent of the distribution
of the atoms over the lattice sites. Eliminating these gives
N N
(2.2.6)

Henceforth we will use a grand canonical ensemble. The expectation
value of an arbitrary function F (5) is then given by

N

_
riu.(8.)e

F(S)TTM(3.)e

(2.2.7)

The summation runs for each 5. over the two possible values + 2c_ and
-2c. as determined by eq. (2.2.3) and the weighting factors u(3.)
A

J-

assign to the + and - values the proper frequencies, c. and c , respecA
o
tively. From eq. (2.2.3) it can be derived that
c»N

N
n o)<
i

(cs)

(2.2.8)

(

and hence

1
where

v*

x

(2.2.9)
9

k

=±
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Consider an atom A at site j . The conditional probability that site o
is occupied by an atom B will be denoted by P .. When the sites o and
j are nearest neighbours short-range order is defined to occur when
P .>Cg and clustering when P .<Cg. Clustering means chat a given atom
tends to surround itself with like neighbours, whereas short-range
order has the opposite tendency. The three other conditional probabilit ies
AA
AB
BB
P ., P . and P . are defined in a similar way. They are related to each
other, which is expressed by
A „BA
p

pAB —
p

C

=

B

,_p

BA

and
p BB

oj

_ , "A p BA
c R oj*

(2.2.10)

Mathematically P . can be expressed as

B A -ßH
a a.e
e
o J
(2.2.11)

It can easily be proven that in a grand canonical ensemble a
replaced by its conditional average <a >
o

when only 9

can be

,, which is the average of

is allowed to vary.

<aB>
,i
o cond.

(2.2.12)

I
5=±
5
O=±

X 3

exp C(-f I V o f 3 )9o]e ' o
f
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This gives
3-2cA(f?Eo+X,)

(2.2.13)

o cond.

-2cA(ßE0+X,)

+e

where

E =-kvcsf
o

2

of

(2.2.13a)

f

may be thought of as the field seen by the atom at site o.
Equation (2.2.11) now becomes

.BA

3

W

(2.2.14)

Z

a.t

On the condition that site j is occupied by an atom A the frequency
distribution G._.(E ) of the, random variable E
J= A

O

is defined by

O

G. >(E ) =

(2.2.15)
A -BH X
a. e
e .

Normalization requires

(2.2.16)

With eq. (2.2.15) we can rewrite eq. (2.2.14) in the elegant form
(2.2.17)

A complete knowledge of G._.(E0) would mean the possibility of obtaining
an exact solution of the three dimensional problem, and it is by approximating this frequency distribution function properly that we must try
to solve the problem sufficiently accurately.
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A Maclaurin expansion for fR(E ) of eq. (2.2.13) in the variable (3EO
gives
2

BA = £

) [f (0)
>; L BV ;

Ef'

2
g

,

>

u

f (o) +

H

f

= B

(0)

0

•

I )
n

nf

:
•

<E >

o j.= A

+

•Sr

>

<E

o % ==A

+

n
^ ( 0 ) <E > .

B

^

}

(2.2.1ft)

o J =A "*

At this point we introduce the Warren - Cowley s.r.o. parameter a ..
This is another, especially for X-ray or neutron scattering more
convenient parameter to describe short-range order or clustering.
The relations with the conditional pair probabilities of eq. (2.2.10)
are given by
p AA

oj
p AB

c. - c. a .,
A
A oj'

p BA

oj

C

B - CB

and
P .
oj

c„ + c. a
. B
A oj

(2.2.19)

Clustering occurs when for nearest neighbours a .>0 and short-range
order if a .<0. These a . can be determined experimentally. It is thereoj
oj
fore convenient to rewrite eq. (2.2.18), using eq. (2.2.19) and for the
other conditional probabilities expressions equivalent to eq.(2.2.18)
to obtain an exact expansion for the a .,
- <EO>.=B]

IT

IT

•
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Irom e q .

W

( 2 . 2 . 1 2 ) and e q . ( 2 . 2 . 1 3 ) we know t h a t

=tanh E

-W

«P

(2.2.21)

end this gives for eq. (2.2.20)

(2.2.22)

vith
T (X ) = a" fcanh (X + X Q i
n^ 1 X=o3Xn

(2.2.23)

I.quation (2.2.22) is exact within the assumptions included in the
I.amiltonian of eq. (2.2.2). The obvious problem is to approximate
C(E ) in a proper way.

1.2.3. Linear approximation
The first moment of eq. (2.2.22), the only one that can be computed
exactly for an arbitrary G(E ) , is given by

<E>.J .= Z EG.
1 (E) = 4 l V ,
°
{E } ° J
2 f of
o

5,>. .
f j=A

V

of

= -c_ Z V ,ac..
B f of fj

(2.2.24)

Clapp and Moss suggested that neglecting all higher moments of eq.
(2.2.22) would not give much loss in accuracy for most temperatures above
the transition temperature. With this approximation, linear in (3, eq.
(2.2.22) reduces to
2a o j = ß T 1 ( A 1 ) [ < E o > . = A - < E o > . = B ] ,

(2.2.25)

and with the definition of Xj and eq. (2.2.24) this gives
Y

oj

= — 2c c ß Y. V ot
A B "• f
of f j "

(2.2.26)
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This is a very large set of linear equations which can be solved to any
desired degree of accuracy for a given range of V ,. The great advantage
of this approximation is the linearity of its results as compared to for
instance Cowley's and Zernike's approximations [2,3], which result in
infinite sets of coupled non-linear equations that still have to be
approximated.

2.2.4. Other approximations
From the previous section it may be clear that the linear approximation
of the pairwise interaction model is promising for the analysis of X-ray
and neutron scattering experiments, not in the last due to its simplicity.
However, since it is not an exact solution,we have to be cautious with
respect to its range of validity. Since Bethe in 1935 defined his s.r.o.
parameter [9], the problem has been treated in various ways. Much interest
was shown for the quasi-chemical theory, reviewed in [103, because of a
good qualitative description for a number of cases known at that time.
On the other hand, in this model interaction is limited to nearest neighbours only, which makes a quantitative description much less valuable.
Moreover, this model can give no information about correlations' between
next-nearest neighbours or about correlations over larger distances.
3esides the theories mentioned a whole class of rather similar models
has been developed, which give results comparable to that of eq. (2.2.26)
[5, 6, 7, 11, 12]. A detailed discussion here would go beyond the scope
of this work.
Fisher and Burford [4] refined an older model of Elliott arl Marshall [13]
and obtained a very exact expansion for an equi-atomic alloy with only
nearest neighbour interaction. These results have been used as a reference
by Hoffman [5] and Tahir-Kheli [6] in a comparison of the linear model
with theirs. They conclude from this comparison a higher accuracy for
their models. However, these conclusions are correct only for threedimensional systems with only nearest neighbour interactions. Experimental
studies of s.r.o. or clustering in alloys like Cu.Au [14], Au~ t Pd n .
65
62
U.D U.4
[15] and
Cu~ ,__ Ni» _,- [16] have shown that next-nearest neighbour
interactions and even higher order interactions cannot be neglected.
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Therefore, it is incorrect to use the results of Fisher and Burford for
a comparison of models for these systems. Moreover, it is known that
similar to Cowley's theory the accuracy of the linear model improves
when the range of interaction increases.
Sofar it has only been discussed how to handle the pairwise Hamiltonian
of eq. (2.2.2). A more fundamental question could be put forward, whether
the many-particle interaction may be replaced by a pairwise model and
which the consequences will be. Considering many-particle interactions
would drastically complicate every analytical method. Sofar, to our
knowledge, it only has been done by Tahir-Kheli and Taggart [17].
Numerical calculations considering small clusters, consisting of three
or more particles [18] led to nice results [19]. Both methods seem promising, but using them seems complicated. These models should be regarded
not as competative, but more as complementary. The actual problem will
indicate which method has to be used.
2.3.

Clustering and scattering

The relation between particle correlations and diffuse X-ray scattering
has been presented in detail already some years ago by Warren et al.
[20, 21]. Since there are a few fundamental differences between X-ray
and neutron scattering, we will present a similar analysis for neutron
scattering. We realize that this analysis will by no means be complete.
For further details we refer to the work by Marshall and Lovesey [22]
and a review paper by Schmatz [23].
2.3.1. Neutron scattering and correlation functions
A neutron is a particle with mass m , velocity v

and kinetic energy E ,

which can also be considered as a wave packet with a wavelength X , an
energy E

and a wave vector

. These quantities are related to each

other by

x -Ü

2irh
mv
n n

(X)

(2.3.1)
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Using the first Born approximation it can be derived that the partial
differential cross-section for the scattering of a neutron by a system
of N atoms can be written as
N
I

isdßdE

N
Z

k

e-iü)t<e-ij<.uJl(O)ei£.u_JlI(t)>

(2.3.2)
where for reasons of simplicity magnetic interactions have been omitted,
a. and a.i are the scattering lengths of the atoms at the lattice sites
SL and Ä,' with time averaged position vectors R. and R-i, and time dependent deviations u_- and Uo»» respectively. u.Ä(t) is the time dependent
Heisenberg operator exp ^ ~
n

u. exp - ^ — . <
^xn

> is the thermal

average for the scattering system. The state of the incident neutron is
characterized by k , that of the scattered neutro'n by k_. The scattering
vector jc is given by the relation
(2.3.3a)
and the neutron energy change AE by
AE = tuo =

(2.3.3b)

2mn

Generally a scattering system will contain a number of atomic species,
each of which may have a number of isotopes and in some cases different
nuclear spin orientations. This results in a whole range of scattering
lengths. We will start to evaluate the problem by a separation of the
cross-section of eq. (2.3.2) into a coherent and a strictly incoherent
part. Henceforth we consider a binary system of H atoms A and B of
concentrations c. and c„. Due to the various isotopes and spin contribu"
tions element A(B) consists of v (u) different components A ,
(Bj,

B ^ ) , with scattering lengths

„

aA

(a

,
,

a_ ) . Furthermore we assume that R_^ - R,t and u_« are independent of
isotopic mass and nuclear spin orientation. On these conditions we can
write a, in a general way in terms of the occupation numbers that are
defined in section 2.2.2 as

v

u
Z

(2.3.4)
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This gives for the product a a.,
V

V

A; A

U

V

B,- B.

Vr
V
+ 2 11

u

a. a_
c^cft.
II a.
i=, i=,
AiaBj. I I-

(2.3.5)

Now the average scattering lengths b. and b_ of both atomic species
are defined by
b

A

=

a

i=l

A- C A-

and
(2.3.6a)

where c.A
with

i

and c_B

i

a r e the r e s p e c t i v e f r a c t i o n s of the s p e c i e s A and B

(2.3.6b)

1.

Formally the cross-section of eq. (2.3.2) depends on the precise distribution of the atoms in the system. For systems of realistic size the
number of particles is of the order of magnitude of Avogadro's number.
According to general statistics one is then allowed to work with expectation values over a grand canonical ensemble. This means for this
particular case that we must evaluate <a.a.,>. Further we assume complete
randomness in the distribution of the various kinds of atoms of each
species, in which case the following relations hold

BB
c

c
Bi

Bj

and

(2.3.7)
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The scattering length b. at position I is given by
Ai

h

a = V Î Vr

(2.3.8)

Assuming that the different components of each element are distributed
randomly over the lattice sites occupied by that element, it can easily
be seen that with eqs. (2.3.6), (2.3.7) and (2.3.8) eq. (2.3.2) can be
separated in a strictly incoherent and a coherent part

d2a

d2a

dfldE

dfldE

(2.3.9)
lnc

coh

dßdE

where

afsL
dßdE

k

r
r
Î Cc A. . z ,
o
i=l

'ine
1I1C

me,

-

S

<a

inc,

(2.3.10)

and
d2a

i S

'coh

J

o i=A,B J=A,B

,

..(K,(Ü).

coh,li — '

(2.3.11)

S.
.(K,UJ) and S , ..(<,(Ü) are the incoherent and coherent scattering
ö
mc,i —'
coh,ij —
law, respectively. They are completely determined by the properties of
the scattering system and defined by

and
+00

Nj
S

coh,ij<^ u > = N

_iK

(R

_R

) ! r

dt
Jl=l
(2.3.13)

Each summation runs only over sites occupied by the species under consideration. The well known [24] space and time dependent correlation functions
G

ç -(r,t) and G..(r»t) are the Fourier transforms of S.

.(K,W) and
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Now, in general these correlation functions can be separated in a short
and a long time term:
G(r_,t) = G s h o r t (r_,t) + G(r) ,

where
lim „short,
G
(

(2.3.14)

0 .

This enables us to separate the double differential cross-section in an
elastic and an inelastic part:
inel

inel

d2a
dfldE

inc
Mfl '

-

I „ J «(<-) +
dfldE

'me

dfldE

'coh '

(2.3.15)

with for the coherent elastic part

da
aa I
dfi

el

coh

(2.3.16)

bjb,
i=A,B j=A,B

This formula may now be compared with the cross-section for X-ray scattering. Usually in X-ray scattering no energy

analysis of the scattered

beam is made. Hence the measured cross-section is integrated over all
energies, which gives

7« '*

.r-ut)

f
P2 Z

Z fi(£)f4<£)J f dr_G-- (£,0) e^-i,

(2.3.17)

i=A,B j=A,F

„2 .
where P is the Lorenz polarization factor and f.(^) is the scattering
factor for X-rays. So from eqs. (2.3.17) and (2.3.16) it can be seen that
with X-rays the instantaneous correlation function G(r_,t=0) is measured,
while neutrons can give the static correlation function G(r_) which is,
apart from a constant, the same as the static paircorrelation function
P^j from section 2.2.2. This difference is often neglected in X-ray
scattering, but G(r,t=0) must be corrected to obtain G(r).
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2.3.2. Correlations and diffuse scattering
The following discussion will be restricted to a binary solid solution
with N. atoms A and N D atoms B of concentrations c. and c
A

J5

and average

AD

scattering lengths b. and b , respectively. With the harmonic approximation and with the help of eqs. (2.3.2), (2.3.9), (2.3.11), (2.3.13)
and analogously to eq. (2.3.17) the coherent part of the differential
cross-section for the scattering of thermal neutrons, integrated over
all energies from - « to + °°, can be written as
N
N
'coh
with N = N

Z

Z

£'=1 £=1

O

(2.3.18)

AVS

+ N_.

A

Jj

For x being small and having equal probability of being positive or
ix
—è<x2>
negative, the average <e > can be replaced by e
(Bloch's identity).
Eq. (2.3.18) becomes then

N

do

dfl
where
b.c

H
(2.3.19)

Z
Z
£=1 £'=1
. (uA(0) - 11^,(0)) and

+ be

A A

JJ

+ bfia^. We know that

and rewrite eq. (2.3.19) b y subtracting and adding a term
15

<b> 2 to
'coh
da i

N N
Z
Z
£=1 £'=1

2

N N
Z
Z e
£=1 £'=1

(2.3.20)

The second term on the right hand of this equation represents the sharp
Bragg reflections of the lattice, occupied with atoms of an average
scattering length c.b.+ c^b,.. The first term is called the diffuse
A A

DO

scattering cross-section. In the following it will be shown that from
its intensity distribution information can be obtained about the actual
distribution of the atoms A and B over the lattice sites and even about
possibly correlated static displacements. With the approximation that
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the temperature displacements are the same for the two kinds of atoms
and that the temperature is high enough to justify equipartition it
2
can be found that for < Pjni > c a n t»e written:

(2.3.21)
where r o .| = R -R.,. 2W is the exponent in the Debye-Waller factor,
containing the mean square displacements of the atoms and $(r. ,) gives
the fraction of it which is effective for the positions R. and R o t .
*(r

,) depends on the dispersion of the elastic waves and table 2.3.1

shows the behaviour of $ for two dispersion models.

n

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

0.787

1.000

1.226

1.414

1.581

1.733

1.870

2.000

2.062

0

0 .613

0 .769

0 .799

0 .810

0 .828

0.849'

0 .866

0 .878

0.882

* <ro*>
0
(linear dispersion)

0 .725

0 .858

0 .856

0.852

0 .867

0 .890

0 .907

0.918

0 .920

(no dispersion)

Table 2.3.1

Fractions of 2W} effective for various distances* assuming
no dispersion and assuming a dispersion in a simple linear
ahain 1251.

The assumption that the temperature displacements are the same for both
kinds of atoms can not always be used. Especially not when the mass
differences are considerable or when long-range order in the alloy has
distributed the two kinds of atoms over a number of sublattices. Walker
and Keating showed that the assumption of equal Debye-Waller factors is
not strictly necessary for handling the problem [25], but it simplifies
the formalism drastically and holds probably rather well in the case of
short-range order or clustering in which we are interested. So the
diffuse scattering cross-section can be written as
W

N

da
= £
I
dfi 'diff
Jt=l a' =

(2.3.22)
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Further we assume that long-range correlations do not exist in the system.
This means that for sites £. and £' not to close to each other <b.b.,> 2
* *
<b> - = 0. For structures with centro-symmetry eq. (2.3.22) can be written

as
-2W*(r.)

da
dfi Idiff

(2.3.23)

where N. is the number of atoms with a neighbour at |r.| = [R - R ,| and
<b.b.,>. is the average for all these pairs. The term in square brackets
is zero except for small values of r., so N. - K. Using this and the
Warren-Cowley s.r.o. parameter a(r_.) introduced in section 2.2 eq. (2.3.23)
reduces to

da

^

Idiff » NcACB(bA-V

I a<r i )co.Gc.r i )e

-2W*(r.)
—]

(2.3.24)

For a. completely random distribution a(r_.) = 0 for all i 4 0, so without
short-range order or clustering eq. (2.3.24) reduces to

'diff -

Nc

(2.3.25)

ACB(bA-bB) *

A similar temperature independent result was found for diffuse X-ray
scattering, but there the expression reads

7T
ail

(2.3.26)

'diff.X

which means a with increasing scattering angle smoothly decreasing diffuse intensity. Equation (2.3.26) has been derived for the first time
by Von Laue, and therefore diffuse scattering is often referred to as
Laue scattering. In a powdered sample we have to average over all orientations of the crystallites, so of £ with respect to £. This yields
sin <rt
'diff

Kr •

-2W4(r i )

(2.3.27)

where the summation is over the shells i with radius r. and with Z.
atoms in shell i.
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2.3.3. Size effects
When the A and B atoms have different sizes, the expectation value of
eq. (2.3.18) will contain static deviations from the sites of the ideal
lattice. The approximation presented here follows the scheme of Warren
et al. [26] and will only give corrections for the very first shells.
Therefore, we assume that only three kinds of deviations can occur,
depending on whether the pair under consideration is AA, AB or BB,
thereby completely neglecting the influence of the surroundings of
these pairs. Let r. be the average distance to each i-th neighbour,
then we can define the three distances by
AA _

i

rf = r.

0

+ ei

(1

+ «f)

o

+ e. )

)

and

BB _
i

r

where e.

.
'

(2.3.28)

is the relative displacement caused by a pair AA (AB,BB)

at a distance r. of each other. The coherent scattering cross-section of
eq. (2.3.19) can, using eqs. (2.3.28) and (2.3.21), be written as
N

da,
da

coh

AAN

N

^i<1+ei h •

t'-l

BB.
.
o

(2.3.29,

o

We can expand the exponent

e

iic.r-O+e)
ÎK.r» r , .
1
= e
1 [l+iK.rn-e +

-,
J.

(2.3.30)

Assuming e « l it suffices to consider only the linear part. This gives
2
for eq. (2.3.29) after subtracting and adding <b>
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da

2 „
+

2

2 , 2,
}e iic.r- -2W*(r.-)

„BA
^

V<b>

c

Q.44

N N
Z Z
n=i r=i

" "^

^

i A"B
x iK.

<b>2I
Z
«.= 1 d' =

(2.3.31)

The third term on the right hand of eq. (2.3.31) again represents the
sharp Bragg reflections, while the other two give the diffuse scattering.
The first term describes the short-range ordering ^.r clustering part as
derived in section 2.3.2. and the second term contains in first order
the size-effect information. Since for all i the average value for the
i-th neighbour distance is r. the following additional relations exist

AB
Expressing e. in the other parameters and substituting the result in
the size-effect modulated part of eq. (2.3.31) results in

«U«.

siae

C1.3.W

effect

3j is the size-effect coefficient, defined by
3 =(

-B

<?^-f.

(2.3.34)

with n = -r— . In a powder the total diffuse scattering cross-section
becomes

ait

Idiff

NC

ACB(VV

sin Kr,*
1

(2.3.35)
From eq. (2.3.35) it may be clear' that in scattering patterns from
powders obtained at large K-values the size-effect contributions become
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more and more important, because the cosine functions in eq. (2.3.35)
are the only terms which do not decrease with increasing K.
The formalism that was derived does not describe all effects of the
different atomic sizes on the scattering cross-section, but it correctly
illustrates in first order the modulation of the diffuse scattering due
to the size effect. For a more complete and extensive treatment we refer
to the work by Borie [27], Borie and Sparks [28] and that by Krivoglaz
[29]. One additional remark concerning size effects and their influence
upon the diffuse scattering results has to be made here. When the size
effects become noticeable, the measured a^ can no longer be related
directly to the pairwise interaction potential V^ as derived in section
2.2. That derivation holds for a lattice where the Hamiltonian contains
only the pairwise interaction energies of eq. (2.2.2). This assumption
is no longer valid when size effects occur and, due to these, static displacements from the ideal lattice sites are present.

2.3.4. Other scattering processes
In general the expressions that have been obtained in the sections 2.3.2
and 2.3.3 also hold for the kinematical diffraction of electrons and
furthermore they are strongly related to theoretical calculations of
the effect of clustering or short-range order on the electrical resistivity of concentrated alloys. We would like to discuss this last point
in more detail. The electrical resistivity of a mono-atomic metal can be
thought of as to arise from phonons, dislocations, impurities, and so on.
A concentrated alloy adds at least two scattering contributions to it:
i)a disturbance in the periodic lattice potential due to short-range
order or clustering and ii)a disturbance due to the static atomic displacements caused by size effects. With the assumption that all these
contributions are additive (Matthiessen's rule) we will restrict the
following discussion ,.<•. the last two contributions only. The basic
concepts of most papers dealing with this subject differ only in the
choice of scattering potentials, the electron wave functions or the
relation to and the extent of short-range order or clustering. Therefore
we will discuss briefly sone general ideas which will show the equivalence
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in the treatment of diffraction and the electrical resistivity. Only for
reasons of simplicity we will restrict the discussion to the situation
that the scattering potential of an arbitrarily chosen

atom is not in-

fluenced by the environment of that atom. Ziman [30] gives for the
resistivity p due to the average lattice potential disturbances:

ƒ In.— o
U..

(2.3.36)

(I-cos 0) sin 9 d9.

are matrixelements, expressing the probability that an electron,

initially in state k^,, will be scattered into state k_ on the Fermi
surface which is assumed to be spherical with radius k_,. 9 is the
scattering angle, which is related to the scattering vector K_ by

lul2 = \h. - ïol 2 - 2]4 (l"cos9)'

(2.3.37)

The |u,, | describe the disorder resistivity contribution and can be
expressed by
N

N
Z

(2.3.38)

«,= 1
where V

is the atomic scattering potential at site %, given by V. =

AB

V a +V o., and <V> = c V +c V
Ü

AX

A A

A

is the average lattice potential. Using

D a

the results of the previous sections this equation becomes
exp

I

I2-

I

(2.3.39)

I2

The electrical resistivity can be found by substituting this into eq.
(2.3.36), averaging over all possible orientations of r_£ with respect
to K and integrating over all K from 0 to 2kp. This results in
i [(a i

- ß £ ) Y,(2kFri)

(2.3.40)

where p^ is the resistivity for a complete random distribution of the
atoms and where Y. and

£ are given by the following integrals
2k

F

and

i
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2

V Vi>

2kF
ƒ
K cos(Kr.) dx.

(2.3.41)

A number of simplifications have been used in this derivation. First of
all the oversimplified scattering potential V

should be replaced by

adequate pseudo-potentials. This has not been done here, since this
complicates the derivation enormously, while in addition Rossiter and
Wells [31] reported that the integrals Y

and Y„ are rather insensitive

to the choice of potentials. Hillel et al. C32] discussed the deficiency
of the potential choice of Rossiter and Wells and came to the conclusion
that the approximation is correct for small precipitates. The assumption
of a spherical Fermi surface in the definition of p may cause a more
serious problem, since in many metals and alloys this assumption is not
valid. Rossiter and Wells have shown that nevertheless this theory seems
to account for the effects of atomic correlations and size effects in a
proper way and their results are reasonable for Cu_Au, Cu„Pd and betaCuZn [31].

2.4.

Clustering and magnetism

2.4.1. Introduc t ion
In the distribution of magnetic moment of a disordered magnetic alloy
spatial inhomogeneities will occur. Bulk magnetization measurements can
give information on a macroscopic level viz. the moment averaged over
all atoms. For a better understanding of the magnetic moment distribution
from a microscopic point of view the elastic magnetic diffuse scattering
of thermal neutrons can be very useful. Therefore in the following section
we will give a derivation of the magnetic diffuse neutron scattering
cross-section in order to show which information can be obtained in this
way. Thereafter a few magnetic systems will be treated.

2.4.2. Magnetic diffuse scattering
In this section the purely nuclear scattering will be ignored. The partial
differential cross-section for the magnetic scattering of thermal neutrons
can be written as
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,2

el

d o

magn

d«dE

,

d«dE

magn

dö

iinel

(2.4.1)

We are only interested in the elastic part of it which reads [33]
9

2
'magn

4

N

N

m c
e
(2.4.2)

where £ is a unit vector along K_, F^CJC^) the magnetic form factor of the
atom at site A with position vector R o , g-value g 0 and with a time
ß
averaged moment g <S > in direction ß. For systems that are collinear
* it
with for instance the z-axis eq. (2.4.2) reduces to
do I el
'magn

dft

N 2
4 m c

2

0

N N
Z
Z r=i
(2.4.3)

where y 0 is the time averaged moment on site ) . For real macroscopic
systems the exact distribution in eq. (2.4.3) must be replaced by its
expectation value <

> where the averaging takes place over a grand

canonical ensemble. If for a ferromagnetic alloy one separates the
magnetic Bragg scattering from the magnetic diffuse scattering, one
obtains for the latter:
.el
'magn.diff

N
4

(e

y

(2.4.4)

m c
e

where
N
N
T(i<) = ^1 Z
Z
£=1 «.' =

e

ijc.(RrRÄ,){<v

^

F ( K ) U >-<F(<)p> 2 }.
* - Ä

(2.4.5)

Eq. (2.4.4) shows how -yjr- I
,.ff can be measured with high accuracy.
(X*i magn. Q IL X
~
When a magnetic field 11 is applied parallel to jc^, then K_= 1 which gives
^rr
,.,_
0. In zero field most ferromagnets will break up their
d(j I el
dß 'magn.diff
AO IT,
overall collinearity into a number of domains of random magnetic orientation. It can be shown that the angular average gives {l-.ic }

2

T
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Neither the value nor the direction of H influence the nuclear scattering
cross-section, so
der iel
'magn.diff
dQ
H XK

|

Ë I e1
- él I e1
•
dß 'total
dn 'total"
H=o
H//K

[
l 5 x L

da iel
In this way very small values of -rpr |

d'ff

can

(2.4.6)

^e

se

P a r a t e < * from

sometimes very large nuclear contributions. All information about the
magnitude and the distribution of the moments is contained in the function

TOO.
2.4.3. Marshall's linear approximation
The physical assumptions underlying the treatment of section 2.3.4 are
very poor. It will be very difficult to obtain information from electrical resistivity measurements that is sufficiently detailed to
justify a refinement of the rough model of section 2.3.4. The same
would hold for the magnetic description, when the information could only
be obtained from the field and temperature dependence of the saturation
magnetization. However, diffuse neutron scattering turned out to be a
method for the investigation of those spatial inhomogeneities that are
due to the fact that in general the moments u. and u are not constant,
A
L
but a function of their environment.
Marshall [33] derived a general expression including these local effects,
thereby assuming that the disturbances in the magnetic moments are
linear in the local concentrations. The moment at position I then reads:

A
M% = y ^

R
R
A
A
A
+ u-a^ + a Ä Z g(R) (ffÄ+R -c A ) + a^ I h(R)(a £ + R -c A ),
R_
—
R
—

(2.4.7)

where g(R) and h(R) represent the disturbances in the moments caused by
the fluctuations in the number of A atoms at distance R. The complication
of this model lies in the difficulty to evaluate the expectation value
<F.,(Op

fF

(£)p > which with u. of eq. (2.4.7) also contains products of

three or four occupation numbers of which the expectation values have to
be found. Marshall decoupled the many-particle correlations and obtained
in a first order approximation for centro-symmetric polycrystalline
samples:
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TOO

(2.4.8)

= F2(K)CACBS(K)M2(K),

where it was assumed for reasons of simplicity that F ( K ) = F ( K ) = F ( K ) .
M ( K ) describes the local distribution of the moments due to the disturbances and is given by

=

^A "

J

B

+ C

BG(K)

+C

A'

:

(2.4.9)

B " CA)CW(O) ~

with
G(ie) =

sin Kt j

(2.4.10)

and
(2.4.11)

H( K )
G ( K ) ( H ( K ) ) describes the disturbance of the moment of the B-atoms
(A-atoms) caused by A-atoms (B-atoms) in its neighbourhood.

(2.4.12)

represents the effect of short-range order or clustering in Marshall's
model. T ( K ) can experimentally be determined with polarized or'unpolarized neutrons. If S ( K ) is accurately known, detailed information about
the various parts, which constitute M ( K ) , may be obtained. For a completely random alloy, and with G ( K ) = H ( K ) = 0, we obtain for T(ic)
T(ie)

- un) >

(2.4.13)

which is exactly the result of Shull and Wilkinson [34]. S ( K ) is the
chemical correlation function, given by

=Z
i

sin Kr-;

(2.4.14)

2.4.4. Scattering of polarized neutrons
Since only the square of the magnetic moment function M ( K ) occurs in
eq.

(2.4.8), it is not possible to determine the sign of M ( K ) when

unpolarized neutrons are used. Polarized neutrons, however, can give
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the correct sign, since M ( K ) appears linearly in one of the terms of the
cross-section for the scattering of polarized neutrons. The diffuse scattering of polarized neutrons by a ferromagnet consists of three basic
terms: a nuclear one, a magnetic one and a nuclear-magnetic interference
term. When all neutrons are fully polarized with polarization vector P_
and all spins are parallel with spin direction n_, then the diffuse scattering cross-section reads
da I
dfl

'Ai
ff ~
'diff

da i
dß

\Ai
diff.nucl

do I
~ 'diff.magn
ail

da I
— "— ~
'diff.interference
ait

o

(2.4.15)
The nuclear and magnetic parts have been discussed in the sections 2.3
and 2.4, respectively. It can now be seen that the interference term
changes sign for spin direction and polarization vector changing from
parallel to anti-parallel and reverse. This offers an opportunity for
measuring this interference term separately by taking the difference of
the two extremes:
. da_ I el
,n 'diff
dat

„ d£ | el
._ 'diff.interference
ail

= const. (bA - bB)cAcBS(ic)FOç)M(ic),

(2.4.16)

where for a polycrystal S ( K ) is given by eq. (2.4.14) and M(fc) by eq.
(2.4.9). It will now be clear from eq. (2.4.16) that, contrary to the
unpolarized neutron analysis the magnetic moment function M ( K ) occurs
linearly, which means that the sign of u. and \i can be determined
A

ti

unambiguously.
2.4.5. Non-linear magnetic behaviour
A large number of experimental data concerning transition metal alloys
(Rh-Ni,Rh-Pd,Cu-Ni,etc.) show that the magnetic state of a transition
metal atom is very sensitive to the nature of its neighbouring atoms.
Jaccarino and Walker [35] introduced a simple phenomenological model
based upon their study of the magnetic state of iron impurities in
Nb,

Mo

(0<c<l) alloys. They stated that
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0

for N

NN

< N

NN,cri t

u = u for N.,., > N
o
NN

(2.4.17)

is the number of like nearest neighbours of the transition
where N.
HN
metal atom and N,_-

.

the critical number, below which the atom under

consideration has no moment at all. For instance, the concentration
dependence of the saturation magnetization of these binary alloys near
the critical composition c

for which the alloy becomes ferromagnetic

is consistent with the Jaccarino-Walker model. We must realize that
these environmental effects will give rise to an inhomogeneous distribution of the magnetization among clusters. The distribution function
of these clusters, W(M), as a function of their moment is determined
by the topology of the lattice and the transition'metal concentration
c and will be strongly influenced by the short-range order or clustering
in the system. The temperature and field dependence of the magnetization
suggested that such giant moments exist for a large number of Ni alloys
when c < c
[36,37]. When this concentration c is small (c<<c
) the
~ er
er
alloy is called super paramagnetic. The concentration of magnetic clusters
is then so small that in a random alloy they can be considered as magnetic
impurities. When c -> c

their concentration and the corresponding aver-

age cluster magnetic moment increase until the alloy becomes ferromagnetic
due to the coupling between these giant moments. When c becomes still
larger, the giant moments will grow until they overlap and topologically
the definition of separated clusters is meaningless. Figure 2.4.1 shows
this behaviour for Cu-Ni alloys, where the tail effect in the critical
region probably is caused by uncertainties in the different clustered
states, which influence the separation between the ferromagnetic and
paramagnetic states. The Jaccarino-Walker model is too simple to explain
all experimental results. For instance it cannot explain the behaviour
of binary systems when c

is very large, since there the variations

in the number of like nearest neighbours are not large enough to account
for the observed magnetic behaviour. In general one needs interactions
of a longer range. Moreover, the model does not account for the contributions of nearly magnetic clusters, of which for instance the
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temperature and field dependence of the magnetization
have indicated the importance
[373. More realistic theories
for these local environment
effects, extending the interaction to next nearest neighbours [38] and using even a
N

dependent moment [38 - 40]

for N NN >N NN,crit'

tried to •

compensate these shortcomings.
At this moment a fundamentally
correct approach would require
a satisfactory spin fluctuation
100

theory for the temperature
dependent susceptibility, which
is not available [41].

figure 2.4.1.

Magnetic phase diagram
of Cu-Ni.

It will be clear that in these non-linear situations the effect of clustering is to increase the average magnetic moment in a much more drastic
way than in Marshall's linear model.
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CHAPTER III.

3.1.

KINETICS OF CLUSTERING AND SFINODAL DECOMPOSITION

Introduction

In chapter II the quasi-static atomic distribution of binary alloys
in thermal equilibrium has been considered and the consequences of atomic
interactions have been treated. In this chapter spinodal decomposition
and the kinetics of clustering will be discussed briefly. Since the
static problem has not been solved exactly, it is not amazing that not
a solution for the kinetic problem, which is even more complicated,
has been found either. Various theories have been developed from different points of view for the description of these non-equilibrium processes.
We shall present a brief review of Cahn's phenomenological description
of spinodal decomposition in a continuum model. In its original formulation the concept of spinodal decomposition developed by Cahn C1—33 is
not completely satisfactory. For short wavelengths this continuum model
cannot be applied. Therefore, we shall also deal with the treatment by
Cook et al. [4-6], who generalized Cahn's continuum model by introducing
diffusion on a discrete lattice. In this way diffusion and correlation
kinetics can be described for ordering and clustering systems both above
and even for the very initial stages below the transition temperature.
In the second part of this chapter a quite different approach is given,
based upon, statistical mechanics in a discrete representation and the
results of Yamauchi are presented. Finally some of the differences
between the various models will be discussed.

3.2.

Phenomenological approach

3.2.1. Thermodynamics of phase stability
The local free energy f(c,T) for a clustering binary alloy is determined
by the configurational energy and entropy. In a mean field description
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the shape of this function
is shown in figure 3.2.1
for various temperatures.

Tb= 0 K

By lowering the temperature this shape changes
from concave everywhere
at T. to convex every-

T,

where at T.. The concen-

/

trations c. and c n of

\

/
i

homogeneous phases a and
ß in equilibrium at a
certain temperature T are
derived from the condition that equilibrium
requires equality of
chemical potentials,

composition

given by
Fig. 3.2.1. Local free energy for a clustering
binary alloy as a function of the
composition for a few températures.
fir ••vT' **T^ "»T'

3G
3cA

la - 3c A

-" f~ï V

I =u ( ß )
(3.2.1)

B '

where G is the Gibb's potential. In liquids and solids at normal pressures it is allowed to replace G in eq. (3.2.1) by the Helmholtz free
energy F. For the curve f(c,T_) the free energy F of the alloy of any
composition c

is at minimum at that composition with respect to all

possible concentration fluctuations, which means that the alloy is
stable at every composition. For the temperatures T„ and T. the situation is no longer the same for all compositions. For instance for T„
the alloy of composition c

is stable with respect to small composition

fluctuations like for instance a.-b.. These can only increase the free
energy F. However, the tangent at c

intersects the f(c,T„) curve also
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at d. This means that composition fluctuations with amplitudes >c,-c
lower the free energy F of the composition c
system is metastable at c

at this temperature. The

and can decompose into two phases whenever a

concentration fluctuation becomes large enough. This decomposition thus
takes place by a mechanism of nucleation and growth. For Tj the free
energy F for the same composition c
fluctuation which means that the

is lowered by every concentration

composition is unstable at that tem-

perature. In this case decomposition does not require nucleation and
this results in the typical decomposing behaviour that is called spinodal decomposition. The

free energy criterion dévides the composition
range into stable, metastable and unstable sections.
The boundaries between these
regions are given by the
minima and inflection points
of f(c,T), respectively. So
from the behaviour of f(c,T)
the miscibility gap for a
clustering binary alloy can
be constructed, giving the
spinodal (locus of inflection
points) and the binodal
(locus of local minima) as
shown in figure 3.2.2. It
is very difficult to detect
the spinodal experimentally,

composition

since in the metastable region the barrier for nucle-

Fig. 3.2.2. Construction of the phase

ation and growth decreases

diagvam of a clustering

steadily upon approaching the

binary alloy from the be-

spinodal. The spinodal is not

haviour of the local free

a concept of thermodynamic

energy as a function of

equilibrium; it only means

temperature and composi-

that decomposition in a cer-

tion.

tain temperature-composition
region follows the spinodal
criteria. We shall
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give a condensed version of Cahn's approach and for more details we
refer to the original and review papers by Cahn, Hilliard, De Fontaine
and others [1-3, 7-13U3.2.2. Cahn's continuum model for spinodal decomposition
During decomposition the net atomic transport is due to the corresponding decrease in free energy. Relating the net flux J of the two kinds of
atoms A and B to the gradient of the chemical potential difference
(P A

U g ) gives
(3.2.2)

M is the atomic mobility, which by the definition of eq. (3.2.2) is a
function of independent parameters like temperature, composition and
composition gradient. For a disordered continuum it holds that
( O _ (c)_ 3f(c)
A ~U B
3c "

(3.2.3)

Inserting this into eq. (3.2.2) gives
(3.2.4)

We now define the interdiffusion coefficient D by
-J = DVc.
Since M is always positive D takes the sign of

(3.2.5)
and is negative

inside the spinodal ('uphill diffusion1).
Eq. (3.2.5) is correct for small concentration gradients in disordered
systems. If concentration gradients become so large that they are seen
by the atoms within their interaction range equation (3.2.3) can no
longer be applied. Cahn and Hilliard [1] derived that in this situation
(c) (c)
in a first approximation for u . -u
may be written
A
o
V » -u r, 's— ~ 2KV c,

(3.2.6)

where K is the gradient energy coefficient. For a simple interaction
model K is the product of the interaction energy and the square of the
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interaction range IJJ and can be written as
2
K = Nk„T è ,

(3.2.7)

where T , the critical temperature, is a measure of the interaction
energy. Substituting eq. (3.2.6) in eq. (3.2.2) results in the gradient
energy modified version of eq. (3.2.4):

-J = M —

7c - 2MKVJc.

(3.2.8)

To obtain the diffusion equation we take the divergence of eq. (3.2.8)
which yields

* t ? = M il v2c - 2MK74c.
9t

(3.2.9)

3c

The atomic distribution c(r_,t) can be expanded in a Fourier series
c(r,t) = ZA(K,t)e i -"- ,

(3.2.JO)

where <_ is a wave vector and A(£,t) the time and ^-dependent Fourier
amplitude. Eq. (3.2.9) has a solution for every term k(.K_,t) :
A(jç,t)

(3.2.11)

j

and consequently for c(r_,t):
c(r,t) = c(r,O) + I A(.c,O)e R( - )t e L - t ~ .

(3.2.12)

The amplification factor R(K_) is found by substituting eq. (3.2.12) in
eq. (3.2.9), which results in
2
R(K)

2KK2).

= -M

(3.2.13)

3c
The concept of linearizing the free energy, presented in eq. (3.2.6),
is quite general and can also be applied to non-continuous systems. It
has the advantage that other possible contributions like crystal anisotropy, magnetic field or coherence stresses appear solely in the expression for the amplification factor R(jc). For instance coherence stresses
in solids result in
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R ( K ) = -H<2(~+

(3.2.14)

2n2Y + 2 K K 2 ) ,

3c
where for isotropic solids
(3.2.15)

Y = E Y /(l-v).
Here E

is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio and n is the linear

strain per unit composition difference. Eq.
(3.2.14) shows that de-

^

pending on the sign of

«

R ( K ) certain composition

&

fluctuations decay and
others grow in time. The

I

I

behaviour of R(jc) as a
function of j£ shows a
maximum at K and it
—m
becomes zero for K as
shown in figure 3.2.3.
Differentiating eq.

Fig. 3.2.3. Cahn's amplification factor R(<)

(3.2.14) with respect

for spinodal décomposition as r

to jc gives for the maxi-

function of K for a temperature

mum R ( K ) and its correm —
sponding jc

inside the unstable region.
After Cahn [20].

R (K) = 2MKK

(3.2.16)

je = 4" C-<
3c
~m 2

(3.2.17)

m—

-m

and

The critical value K

—m

is given by

\/2" .

(3.2.18)

K , K and R ( K ) are considered to be very essential parameters for the
—c —m
—
characterization of spinodal decomposition. Sometimes it is very difficult
to deduce the mode of decomposition from the final morphology of the
decomposed structure. This is illustrated in figure 3.2.4 where the time
evolution of both possible modes is shown schematically.
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(a)

f\

METASTABLE

I «*
1

distance

> r\

UNSTABLE

r
initial

early

later

final

Fig. 3.2.4. Schematic picture of the time evolution of decomposition due
to nucleation and growth (a) and in the case of spinodal decomposition (b). After Cahn [JO].
Probably the mechanism described here holds only for the very initial
stages of the decomposition, well inside the spinodal. The spinodal itself
is not a thermodynamic equilibrium concept. Sharp boundaries only exist in
an instantaneous picture at time zero. With time increasing and at temperatures ^ 0 R the boundaries of the unstable region move towards the boundaries of the miscibility gap and even coincide for infinite time. Sometimes
the ^-dependence of the amplification factor R ( K ) offers the opportunity to
realize a controlled
amount of spinodal de1.0

composition by a well
chosen heat treatment.
Figure 3.2.5 shows a

f O 9 | - \ \
ï
\ 99 P«rc.
•J

\

-J80g
•

»

•>

TTT diagram, which relates tune, ^temperature
and the degree of trans-

Q8 -

formation in the alloy,
for the decomposition
150

io'

10?

103

process.

time (arb. units)

Fig. 3.2.5. Time-Temperature-Transformation diagram for spinodal decomposition of a clustering binary alloy. On the right hand side
the wavelength of the dominant composition modulation of the
decomposed alloy is denoted, which is related to K
(3.2.17) by X -

After Huston et al. 183.

of eq.
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The elastic term of R(K_) in eq. (3.2.14) only occurs in the coherent
phase. In such a phase the lattice will show distortions due to atomic
si2e effects, but the lattice is still intact. When the atomic size differences are large, the free energy of the system can sometimes be decreased by incoherent precipitation at temperatures close to but above
the coherent critical temperature. Incoherent means that the precipitates
form discontinuities in the lattice. This incoherent precipitation is a
nucltation and growth mechanism and it is this gap between the coherent
and incoherent spinodal that makes critical scattering unobservable in
most systems [14]. As a •
result of this incoherent

400

Al-Zn

precipitation phase diagrams of clustering binary
solid systems mostly contain two miscibility gaps,
a coherent and an incoherent
one. An example is the situation in Al-Zn of which part

100

of the phasa diagram is
shown in figure 3.2.6.

Fig. 3.2.6. Part of the phase diagram of
Al-Zn. After Sehwahn

U41.

3.2.3. Discrete lattice diffusion model
Cahn's equation is valid only for Fourier components with wavelengths
long compared with the lattice spacing. Therefore, it can not be used
for ordering systems. Cook, De Fontaine and Hilliard generalized Cahn's
ideas by describing diffusion in a discrete lattice [4]. Their discrete
model extended the validity range to all possible Fourier components.
Since both the kinetics of clustering and of short-range order can be
described by this model [5,6], we will review the derivation briefly.
Let us consider a random distribution of A and B atoms of concentrations
(1-c ) and c , respectively, over the sites of a three dimensional lattice.
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After a certain time At the atoms will be rearranged. We assume that
the thermodynamic quantities of the system depend on the probability
c(p,t) of finding a B atom at an arbitrary site p at time t. In a first
approximation the free energy of the system can be written as the sum
of the free energy f(p) related to the random distribution and a term
proportional to the square of the local composition gradient like

Z' Cc(r,t) - c(p,t)] 2 },

= i l {f(p)

(3.2.J9)

p
where S 1 is a summation over only nearest neighbouring sites of the
site p and a

is the lattice parameter. The rate of change of c(p,t)

will be proportional to the net flux J (p) from the surrounding sites
r, and is given by

(3.2.20)
o

r

We now assume that the net flux between two neighbouring sites p and r
is proportional to the difference in the potential r—, which yields
(3.2.21)

J t (p) = - (MN/a

Expanding f(p) in powers of (c(p) - c ) -and substituting only the linear
part in eq. (3.2.19) gives with eq. (3.2.21) for eq. (3.2.20)
..2,

3c(p,t)
3t
where S

(3.2.22)
r

3c'

runs over all nearest neighbouring sites of r. Apart from the

strain energy term this expression is the discrete analogue of Cahn's
diffusion equation, given in eq. (3.2.9). For a solution of this equation
we expand (c(p,t) - c ) in a Fourier series
c(p,£) - c

= I A(i<,t) exp(ijc.r ) .

(3.2.23)

This results for every Fourier amplitude A(K_,t) in

- «0c)A(*,t).
—
—

(3.2.24)

The amplification factor ciOO is given by

(3.2.25)

-i- + 2 KI
3c

O(K)

with

(3.2.26)

M = ND!
D is the interdiffusion coefficient, given by

4

(3.2.27)

3c

and B 0 0 is a lattice sum, given by
B 2 ( K ) = (2/a2) I' []-cos(ic.r)] .

JÎ is the specific atomic volume and D. and D

(3.2.28)

are the tracer diffusion

coefficients of the two components. Finally for c(p,t) can be written
(3.2.29)

exp[a(K)t

c(p,t)-c

This result holds only for small values of c(p,t) - c , since in the
derivation of eq. (3.2.29) it was assumed that both the mobility M and
g2f
.
.
.
.
.
— s - are independent of the composition. Expanding the cosine function
in eq. (3.2.28) in moments of its argument gives

f)
2

(3.2.30)

n=l
For a cubic lattice this can be written as

B 2 (K) = K2 + (4) Z' f (K.r)2n/(2n):(-l)n+1 .

(3.2.31)

rn=2

2.

For small K-values this is identical to the parameter K in Cahn's
2
continuum description (see eq. (3.2.13)). However B ( K ) itself contains
more than this term. The shortest possible wavelengths are represented
also. The amplification factor ot(<) can be measured in diffuse scattering
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experiments by observation of the time evolution of the diffuse intensity
in reciprocal space, give by
do" f

^

i

diff

r do*,

u

"

„v

do",
u

v -i

"

diff
(3.2.32)

a

" "

diff

This expression first was derived by Cook [5].
The improvements of this discrete approximation over the continuum model
are i) that it takes into account discrete lattice diffusion which means
that the description is correct for all K values and ii) that in equilibrium the diffuse intensity also above T

is not necessarily equal to

zero. In this way it explains the deviations from Cahn's model as observed
in decomposing glasses by Neilson [15] and in Al-Zn by Acuna and Bonfiglioli
[16]. Yet it remains a phenomenological model which uses a non-discrete
gradient energy coefficient instead of a more refined interaction model.
The shortcomings of this discrete lattice diffusion model, which corresponds
to a mean field approximation, are discussed in more detail in section 3.4.

3.3.

Statistical approach

3.3.1. Introduction
Parallel with the development of the phenomenological theories more
fundamental models have been developed. With respect to this interesting
examples are the recent statistical mechanical models of Langer [17-20],
Binder [21,22] and others [23-25]. These are mainly concerned with spinodal decomposition. Also numerous computer simulations have been carried
out [22,26-30]. Recently Yamauchi [25] presented an analytical solution
which seems adequate to describe clustering kinetics and the initial
stages of spinodal decomposition in a discrete way, similar to Cook's
model. In this section we shall follow some of his ideas in describing
clustering kinetics.
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3.3.2. Master equation
Consider a grand canonical ensemble, consisting of N particles Â and B.
The expectation values for the concentrations A and B atoms in this
ensemble are c. and c_, respectively. With the definitions of section
2.2.2. the grand partition function Z is given by
Z-

(3.3.1)

Z
ök=±

N N
1
with from eq. (2.2.6) : H = -r E Z v . .8.8.. The summation runs for each
ÔY.K over the two possible values + 2c_ and - 2c.. We assume that the
B
A
migration of the atoms can be described by an atomic interchange mechanism
by which a sequence of n states {8} is generated with the property that
for n -*- ~ the probability W({3}; t = >») of occurrence of a certain state
{8} is given by (Markov process)
•~m.

(3.3.2)

The time dependence of this probability can then be expressed by
3W((3};t)
3t

RW({3};t)

(3.3.3)

where R represents an operator which describes the transition rate.
Assume that only nearest neighbours can change place. This gives for
eq.

(3.3.3):

i l = - y Z ^ f R i r (8,,8 r )W({3} j ' r ;t) - R, r (3 r ,8;)W({8} r ' j ;t)l.
1 j rL
~
~
J
(3.3.4)
Z' runs over all nearest neighbouring positions r of site j , Z, is the
r
.
.
r
v
number of nearest neighbours in the first shell, {3}J» and {â) *3 represent the state {j?}of the system with in the second notation an interchange of 8- and 3 . R- r (3^,8_) is the interchange rate of 8- at site j
with 3 r at site r. In equilibrium is TTT- W({8};t) = 0. A much stronger
condition for equilibrium, but inevitably for further progress, is the
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principle of detailed balance which states that the terms on the right
hand side of eq. (3.3.4) must be equal pairwise:
Rj>r(ôj,3r)W({â}i'r; t=»)=Rj>r(3r,Sj)W({£}r.3; t=»).

(3.3.5)

This relation between the pair-exchange rates holds for equilibrium,
but as a first approximation it is assumed to be also valid for nonequilibrium. Eq. (3.3.2) gives for the ratio of the probabilities before
and after the transition:

(3.3.6)

; t-)
with from eq. (2.2.13a): E* = - |ZVf;9f. With the help of the mathematical
, i

f

*

identity e
= cosh(a)[l±b tanh(a)] the ratio of the transition rates
can be written as
(l-SrOftanh(i3Vjf))(l-8j3ftanh(ißVrf))
Rj,r(3r,5j)

TT
f' (l-3j3ftanh(|ßVjf))(l-3r3ftanh(i8Vrf))

(3.3.7)

A final assumption at this stage is that for Rjr (3:,S r ) can be written:
Rj jr (3j,3 r ) = P j > r £TT(l-3rSftanh(ißVjf))(l-3j3ftanh(ißVrf)),

(3.3.8)

where p:r is the interchange rate for zero interaction, defined by
p

j.rs*jtr<8r8r>-

1,

1 {(2c A + 3.)(2c B -3 r

B -3.)(2c A + 3 r )}].

(3.3.9)

p^, Pg and p„ are the interchange rates for AA, BB and AB or BA pairs,
respectively, and Ç is a factor which depends on the structure of the
lattice and on 3V., but not on {a}.
With this formalism the time dependence of a physical property L({5};t)
of the system can be described by the time derivative of its expectation
value. This can be found by multiplying both sides of eq. (3.3.3) by
L({3};t) and summing both sides over all possible states. Even with these
simplifications no general solutions for the time dependence of these
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expectation values can be derived, except for an ideal solution, where
V.. S 0 for i^j.

3.3.3. Correlation kinetics
The diffuse part of the nuclear scattering cross-section for a binary
alloy is given by

d£

(3.3.10)

'diff

dfl
where for reasons of simplicity size-effect terms and the Debije-Waller
factors have been omitted. Equation (3.3.10) can be rewritten in terms
of the Flinn operators defined in chapter 2, which results in

d£
dß

" CACB(W2+ ^ (

(3.3.11)

n,m

For notational convenience the time dependence of Bj_ will not be indicated,
but equilibrium values will be denoted by S ^ 0 0 ) . In order to find the time
evolution of ehe diffuse scattering cross-section we have to investigate
the time dependence of <8 6 >. Therefore, we multiply both sides of eq.
n m
(3.3.3) by S S and sum over all possible configurations. This gives
3<5 5 >
n m
3t

F(n,m;t) + F(m,n;t) ,

(3.3.12)

where
F(n,m;t) = (1-6
)Z'(l-6
)<(3 -5 )â R
( S 3 )>. (3.3.13)
'
n,mr
n+r,m
n+r n m n,n+r n n+r'
'
£' runs only over the nearest neighbouring sites r of site n. Eq. (3.3.12)
r
is the basic equation for the kinetics of short-range order and clustering
in alloys. Unfortunately, it can only be solved exactly for ideal solid
solutions. For all other systems the interchange rate R
(5 3 ) must
n,n+r n, n+r
be approximated. Therefore, we write R
(3 3
) of eq. (3.3.8) as a
n,n+r n, n+r
series of the successive moments, which yields
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R

n,n+r(5n,Vr) =
n+r Vn,lfnVn«,t
+ higher order terms in Y

. and y

n yÄ

order terms in Y },
P
where

and

Yp

(3.3.14)

= Yj > j + p

Here only p„ is left from the interchange rate p
. , since the terms
M
n,n+r
p. and p_ cancel in the two terms on the Iright hand side of eq. (3.3.12).
A
a
A
15
For an ideal solid solution it holds that

Y

(3.3.15)

= 0 Vp 4 0.

Furthermore also Ç = 1 for ideal solid solutions (eq. (3.3.8)), so we
must take only the zeroth moment of eq. (3.3.14) for R
(ô S
)
n y n***r n, n***^
which results in the simple expression
R(0)
(3 5
) = pM.
n,n+r n, n+r
M

(3.3.J6)

Substituting this together with eq. (3.3.13) in the basic equation
(3.3.12) gives
3<3 3 >
n

3t

8n+r,m )(<3n+r
3m>
A 5m>-<8 n

m

"Mv

n,m'~

l

+

(1

-ôn,m+r)(<5n3m+r>-<5n3m>)} '

(3

'3'17)

For the time derivative of the cross-section of eq. (3.3.11) we now find

-o -—>duS + < AB
W

fîU'Cl-cosdc.rnn-I^S
3 >],
9„
N n n n+r
2 r

(3.3.18)
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with
B (K) = -2pM(Z,-I'cos(K.r)).
O —

M

1

(3.3.19)

— —

r

The solution of eq. (3.3.18) is

(3.3.20)
Here A (£,t) is an integral equation containing the time evolution of all
<3 3
> and is given by
n n+r
AQ(£,t) = C{l-e2B°(~-)t: | dt'2pM I'[l-cos(i<.r_)]lf ' x

x KS-U^S.

(3.3.21)

where C is merely a numerical constant. Bo(jc)<0, so in equilibrium holds
that
da
dû

Idiff, eq.

(3.3.22)

Bo(jc) is the zeroth order amplification factor and appears to be identical
to that of the discrete model of Cook et al. for non-interacting systems.
The situation becomes much more complicated when the solid solution is
not an ideal one. Then eq. (3.3.12) can no longer be solved exactly,
since the interchange rate R. (3. 3 ) of eq. (3.3.8) has to be approxiJ »r J » r
mated. For high temperatures, where ßV.<<lVi^0, it is allowed to take
only those terms of eq. (3.3.14) that are of zeroth or first order in y.
This gives for F(n,m;t) of eq. (3.3.13):
F(n,m;t)

a >-<3 . 3 > +
+ I Y(P)[<3
n+r+p m
n+p m
- <â 3 3
3
>(l-6
) +
n m n+r n+r+p v
p,-r
+ <3 3 3
3
>(I-6
)]} .
n m n+r n+p v
p,r'IJ/

(3.3.23)
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Also this expression cannot be solved exactly, since it contains correlations between four particles. These again can only be solved exactly
in a non-interacting system. Yamauchi decouples this quadruplet correlation in products of pairwise correlations, according to
4>

+ <â ] â 4 ><â 2 3 3 > .

(3.3.24)

In this way he finds for homogeneous systems with interatomic interactions
at high temperatures in a linear approximation an- expression for the time
evolution of the scattering cross-section that resembles the result of
eq. (3.3.20) for non-interacting systems:

&

dS

§

A.Oc.t),

(3.3.25)

where
A,(£,t) = - C{(4c A c B ) 2 Y l t

fdt I e~ 2B o ( ^ )t 'z 1 <3 rr (t 1 )â.(t I )>} .

J

ft

(3.3.26)

*•

We see that eq. (3.3.25) contains first order terms but also terms of
zeroth order., like the amplification factor B O (JK). This must be ascribed
to the various approximations applied in the derivation of this expression.
Considering also quadratic terms in the interchange rate results in an
amplification factor a(jc), given in eq. (3.2.25), obtained by Cook et al.
for interacting systems. Most interesting, however, is the time dependent
fluctuation term in both the zeroth order result of eq. (3.3.20) and the
linear result of eq. (3.3.25).

3.4.

Discussion

The results of section 3.2. show that Cook improved the initial formulation of Cahn by describing also the time evolution of the diffuse
intensity for wave numbers larger than the critical value. Independently,
Khachaturyan [31,32] - describing diffusion in disordered crystalline
solid solutions - derived a similar expression for correlation kinetics,
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valid above the critical temperature. The results of the statistical
treatment in section 3.3, according to Yamauchi, deviate from those of
Cook and of Khachaturyan, even in zeroth order for non-interacting
systems. The expression for the time dependence of the diffuse scattering
cross-section contains a fluctuation term which is time dependent, in
contrast to the time independent results of both Cook and Khachaturyan.
It is remarkable that also Langer, who used essentially a similar concept,
did not find this time dependence of the fluctuation term. However, his
work is mainly concerned with decomposition and coarsening. Therefore,
he used statistical mechanics in a continuum representation and not in
a discrete one as Yamauchi did. Langer and Binder [21,22] stated that
in later stages Cahn's description leads to a continuous increase of the
diffuse intensity for £<££• This behaviour is physically incorrect and
must be ascribed to the linearization of Cahn's description for the free
energy, which is no longer correct at these later stages. However, Cahn
derived the expression only for the very initial stages, where the
linearization is still a good approximation. Above T c the non-linearities,
which invalidate Cahn's approximation in the later stages do not exist.
Therefore measuring the time evolution of the diffuse intensity above T c
would be an excellent test for Cahn's linearized model. It is exactly there
that Cook's generalization and Yamauchi's statistical approach are very
promising.
Experimentally much work has been done to study decomposition (e.g. Al-Zn
[14,16,33,34]), both with X-ray and neutron small-angle scattering. Nearly
all studies concentrated on the relaxation behaviour of the diffuse intensity for wave numbers smaller than the critical value. Acuna also investigated larger K-values and found deviations from Cahn's predictions,
which could be explained by Cook's discrete model.
Radelaar [35-37] discussed the kinetics of the short-range order parameter in ordering systems, calculating only the time dependence of the
first shell correlation coefficient. Nearest neighbour interactions and
a vacancy diffusion model for the atomic transport were used. In this
way he found a relation between the relaxation time for short-range
order and the diffusion coefficients of the components of the alloy.
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A single relaxation time appears to be a reasonable approximation for
ordering systems (see also Cook [5]). On the other hand resistivity
changes in clustering systems cannot be described with a single relaxation time. Experimentally this has been-confirmed by Van Royen et al.[38].
In reality vacancy diffusion rather than an atomic interchange mechanism
occurs and computer simulations can reveal interesting details on the
specific character of vacancy diffusion. For instance a preference for
one of the two components to change place with the vacancy occurs when
the activation energies for migration of both kinds of atoms differ [263.
This can never be found with an interchange mechanism. Khachaturyan was
aware of this problem, but he decided to neglect it in describing clustering and ordering kinetics.
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CHAPTER IV.

4.1.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND DATA HANDLING

Introduction

For a proper judgement of the quality of experimental results the
possible errors must be evaluated and discussed. Therefore, an extensive
description of mostly purely experimental details will be given in this
chapter. First of all our motivations for using the special isotopes
65

Cu and

62

Ni for studying the behaviour of correlation functions will

be discussed, followed by a treatment of the specimen preparation.
Furthermore the data collection will be outlined briefly and finally
the data reduction will be treated in detail, since this point in very
vulnerable due to the many processes involved.

4.2.

Specimen

4.2.1. Introduc t ion
Cu and Ni are neighbours in the perodic table. Therefore the scattering
factors of Cu and Ni are nearly the same for X-rays ( | f r u ~ f N ; Î I /

f
c

~0«03).

For the scattering of thermal neutrons the ratio of scattering lengths
for natural isotopes is much larger (|b„ -b...|/b_ ~0.36). Natural Ni
L*U

Ni

CU

consists of several stable isotopes (see table 4.2.1), each with different scattering length.

62

Ni even has a large negative effective scatte-

ring length. Using this single isotope for alloying in combination
natural abundance
material

scattering length

(atomic percent)

(10" 12 cm)

nickel
5B N i

67.88

60Ni

26.23

0.28 (0.01)

1.19

0.760(0.006)

6

»Ni

1.03 (0.01)
1.44 (0.01)

62NX

3.66

-0.87 (0.02)

6*Ni

1.08

-0.038(0.007)

copper

0.763(0.004)

"Cu

69.09

0.672(0.015)

65

30.91

1.109(0.019)

Cu

Table 4.2.1. Scattering lengths of Cu and Ni and their stable isotopes
with the natural dbundanoies, [1-32.
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with

65

Cu, which has the largest positive scattering length of the stable

Cu isotopes, increases the factor |b„ -b.,.j , which determines the amount
of diffuse scattering, enormously. This is shown in figure 4.2.1, where
the Bragg-, the diffuse and the incoherent contributions to the total

E
S

100

100
at. perc. Ni

(b)

Fig.

4.2.1.

Bragg ( -

) , diffuse

and incoherent

(

( - . - . - )

contributions to the cross-section for the nuclear scattering of thermal neutrons for both natural Cu-Ni (a) and the
isotopically enriched alloys

S5

Cu-62Ni

(b).

scattering cross-section are given as a function of composition, both
for the

65

Cu- 62 Ni alloys used in this investigation and for natural Cu-Ni

alloys. Due to scattering lengths of opposite sign the Bragg contribution
decreases by alloying these special isotopes and the composition with
56.5 atomic percent

62

Ni even has no Bragg reflections at all, since the

average scattering length (c .b . .„+c

b

_ 65 )=0 at that composition.

For this reason it is called the null matrix. Also the isotopic incoherence
is diminished by using isotopically highly pure

65

Cu and

62

Ni.

It should be emphasized that some inconsistencies exist in the data given
in the literature for the scattering lengths of Cu and its isotopes.
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Keating et al. [4] found a rather consistent set. The most recent BNL-325
[1] and Bacon [53 however give the same values for the isotopes, but
different values for pure Cu, both of which are in disagreement with the
one that can be calculated from the isotopic values. Since we are not
aware of recent measurements of

b

C u _g5

and b

cu-63

that

are

more

accurate than those of Keating et al., we used these values for our calculations. For Ni the literature data are consistent. Fortunately, a
possible error in the selected values for the scattering lengths has
only effect on the total Laue intensity, as can be seen from eq. (2.3.35),
and this intensity is used as a fit parameter.

4.2.2. Specimen preparation
62

The special isotopes

Ni and

55

Cu that have been used for preparing the

samples have been purchased from Oak Ridge National Laboratories. The
materials specification is given in table 4.2.2. For an optimal use of

batch
nr.

195601

amount
(g)

6

58Mi

60Ni

—

—

61Ni

—

62

Ni

6!>

Hi

atomic percent

0.98(1) 0.82(1) 0.12(1) 97 .94(3) 0 -14(1)

63

Cu

"Cu

most important
chemical impurities (ppm)
Cu
Fe

Cr
Zn
175601

10

165701

15

0.32(5) 0.63(5) 0.13(3) 98 .83(10) 0 .09(3)

200
200
<200
<500

Cu Fe <200
Cr
<500
Zn
<2000
0.31(3) 99.69(3) Fe

<200

Ni Cr <500
Zn
<2000

62

Table 4.2.2. Isotopical and ahemical specification of the used
65
Cu,

W-z- and

purchased from Oak Ridge National Laboratories.

the limited quantities of isotopes available a procedure has been followed
by which the planned compositions were prepared two by two, starting at
both sides of the composition range of interest, measuring these and
remelting then for two other compositions, being more closely to each
other as shown in figure 4.2.2. In this way the whole Cu-Ni system
could be investigated with an amount of material, which in fact was only
sufficient

for two samples. The null matrix was not included in this
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scheme and has
I final !
475
, 60
I sanptesi

recombinations

been prepared
separately. Only
polycrystalline
samples have been
used. For alloying
the appropriate
amounts were mixed
and reduced during
48 hours in a

50

100

atomic percent Ni

hydrogen flow at
900°C. Therafter
the mixture was

Fig. 4.2.2. Preparation scheme of the various
samples.

melted under
extremely pure

He in order to limit the evaporation of Cu and to realize the necessary
heat conducting atmosphere for reasonably fast cooling. Coring could not
be entirely avoided by cooling in this way and the distances between the
dendrites ranged from 40-60 urn. The ingots have been homogenized by cold rolling (reduction to ~ 30 percent of the thickness) and subsequent annealing
in an evacuated quartz tube for one week at temperatures between 1050 C
and 1200 C, depending on the composition. In this way diffusion takes
place over distances between 150 and 200 pm [6]. The final shape of a
nearly circular disk of a thickness between 0.9 and 1.2 mm has been obtained by cold rolling in various directions. The induced strains were
released by annealing for 2 hours at 700 C in vacuo. The grain size of
the samples typically ranged between 40 and 80 pm and since about 650 mm
of the sample was used for the scattering experiments the specimen consisted of more then 10

grains. An investigation with an X-ray texture

goniometer did not indicate any preferred orientation of these grains.
The reproducibility of the amount of clustering as a function of temperature is a measure for the homogeneity of the specimen. Therefore all
measurements started with the measurement of a low temperature equilibrium state, followed by the various high temperature equilibria and
finally again a low temperature equilibrium. The results for the first
and the last measurements were always in agreement.
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Possible deviations from the planned compositions were avoided as much
as possible by the careful melting procedure. The compositions of the
samples were checked with a Perkin Elmer atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The deviations from the nominal compositions appeared to
be less then 1 atomic percent.

4.2.3. Heat treatments
All scattering experiments have been carried out at room temperature T R .
Therefore all specimens had to be quenched fast enough to prevent noticeable changes in the atomic distribution during the quench. By choosing
quenching in water a quench rate of approximately 10

C/sec for a speci-

men thickness of about 1 mm can be realized. Therefore only those states
could be frozen in of which the effective atomic jump frequency was less
then 10

jumps/sec. This jump frequency slows down exponentially with

decreasing temperature. Since temperatures at which annealing times of
more than one month are required to attain equilibrium are impracticable,
only a small temperature region is accessible in this way. Andries et al.
[7] have investigated these effects in detail, using the electrical resistivity as a parameter for the amount of s.r.o.. We deduced an accessible
region between 3A0°C and 700°C by using .data of Van Royen et al. [8], who.
investigated the kinetics of clustering in Cu-Ni alloys by means of resistivity measurements.

diffraction measurements
t>

a
a
a.

Fig. 4.2.Z.

Scheme of heat treatments for a relaxation measurement.
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The relaxation experiments have been carried out in steps as outlined in
figure 4.2.3. In order to prevent substantial changes in the atomic
distribution at temperatures different from the annealing temperature T.
a special quenching device has been developed which is shown schematically in figure 4.2.4. Via the water bath underneath

the vertical

furnace tube the specimen can be mounted on a stick that can be moved
from the top through the furnace tube. In this way the slightly reducing
atmosphere of helium with a few percent of hydrogen is not contaminated.
In the central part the furnace tube
contains a thick-walled copper cylinder
in order to assure a large and constant
hot zone. Pulling the specimen on the
stick into this heat bath results in
rise times of about 25 minutes when
the furnace temperature is set at the
desired T.. However, setting the fur-

.water bath

Fig. 4.2.4. Annealing and
quenching àeviee.

nace temperature at T + 10 à 15 C,
A
depending on T., and resetting this
value to T. after the specimen has
been brought into position, results
in much shorter rise times. The specimen temperature T then reaches
s
(T -5) C within 2 minutes. The final
A
relaxation to AT=0 C took another
2 minutes, but the annealing process

was assumed to start when AT<5 C. Quenching was realized uy letting the
specimen drop into the water bath underneath

the furnace tube. The fur-

nace temperature was controlled by a West Gardian PID temperature controller. The short time stability (hours) of this furnace set up was
better then 0.5°C and the long time stability (weeks) better then 1°C.

4.3.

Data collection

Nearly all neutron diffraction data have been collected with one of the
neutron spectrometers at the reactor HFR at Petten. This spectrometer
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has been discussed in detail by Bergsma [9] and Van Dijk [10]. Therefore
only a few experimental details will be given here. The apparatus, a
triple-axis spectrometer, was always used in a two-axis mode, i.e. no
energy analysis of the scattered neutrons was applied. Soller slits
with a horizontal divergence of 30' and 40' and sometimes of 20' and
40' were used between monochromator and specimen and between specimen
and BFo counter, respectively. A focussing pyrolytic graphite monochromator was used to obtain the desired wavelength, which could be varied
continuously

between A= 1.1 Â and X = 4 A. This enabled quick changes

in wavelength, needed for investigating a broad K-range, without other
changes of the spectrometer settings. When necessary a pyrolytic graphite
filter was applied to suppress higher order neutrons of wavelengths
X

= A /n to less than 1 percent [11]. Flux variations were accounted

for by a preset monitor placed in the incident neutron beam. All measurements consisted of several runs in order to exclude irregularities.
These runs were compared with each other and added to give the final data.
The small-K data of the nuclear diffuse scattering have been obtained
from the small-angle neutron spectrometer (SANS) at Jiilich. Extensive
descriptions of this special type of spectrometers have been published
[12,13]. The Julien device is discussed in detail by Schmatz and Schelten
[14,153. Therefore we will restrict ourselves to a few remarks about this
instrument, which are of relevance for the understanding of the present
investigation. Via totally reflecting guide tubes the SANS at Jû'lich obo

o

tains neutrons of very long wavelengths (4.3 A < A ^ 10'A) from a cold
source at the reactor FRJ-2. This combined with the possibility of
varying the distance between specimen and counterbank from I to 17
-4 o-]
o-]
meters allows to measure at very small K-values of 4.10
A < K ^0.2 A
The counterbank consisted of five position sensitive proportional BF.
counters, each of which divided in 64 channels. These counters are
placed parallel to and above each other. So also non-isotropic scattering
can be registered simultaneously. The data are stored in the memory of a
dedicated PDP-8 computer with a display screen. Collimation takes place
by circular holes of variable diameter in cadmium plates at suitable
positions along the beam path.
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The magnetic diffuse
scattering experiments
sample , - '

have been carried out
at Petten at the same
unter

spectrometer as that

monochr.

used for the diffuse

magnet

nuclear scattering experiments. The wavelength
o

Fig. 4. d.i. Arrangements for magnetic diffuse

used was \ = 2.58 A. On

scattering experiments.

the specimen table an
Oerlikon electromagnet was installed (see figure 4.3.1 for a sketch of
the experimental set-up). In this arrangement the maximal field was
9 kOe. The specimens were mounted in the tail of a He-cryostat, which
was placed between the pole pieces of the magnet. Since only small fields
are needed to align the domains in ferromagnetic Cu-Ni, exact zero-field
was obtained by compensating for the rémanent magnetism by small reversed
currents in the coils. The difference countings with field-on and fieldoff have been done in periods of 20 minutes. This eliminates irregularities in the background completely. In section 2.4.2 a few theoretical
aspects of the applied difference counting technique have been given
already. More details can be found in the work by Low [16] and that by
de Pater et al. [173.

4.4.

Data reduction

4.4.1. Corrections for thermal background and fast neutrons
For the measurements of the nuclear diffuse scattering at Petten a special
sample holder was used (see figure 4.4.1)«

With this holder, in the symmetric spectrometer mode (scat-

tering vector K_ parallel to the
disc surface) a large part of
the neutron beam is used, with
'trovidur

a minimum on corrections. The
contribution of fast neutrons

is by no means negligible.
Fig. 4.4.1.

Sample

holder.
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Therefore the total background correction for this sample holder is given
by
da I

c

dn 'corr
where s=l/cos 6, e

Wcd ]

H+Cd 1,

(4.4.1)

is the transmission Tm of the specimen, while the

subscripts p, p+Cd,H and H+Cd of the intensity I refer to specimen,
specimen covered with cadmium, empty sample holder and empty sample
holder covered with cadmium, respectively. Eq. (4.4.1.) has been checked
by measuring the incoherent scattering of a thin vanadium sample in the
specimen holder. This scattering appeared to be constant for 2 <29<70 .
Between 70

and 90

the intensity systematically decreased a few percent.

This effect is not caused by the specimen holder, but is due to incoherent
inelastic contributions to da

da'

These will be treated separately in section 4.4.5. The
background and fast neutron
contributions were actually
very low for the spectrometer
arrangements that have been
used. Only at very small
angles these contributions
form a substantial part of
the total scattering intensity which is shown in figure 4.4.2.

fast 'mutrons

'

_tpM_ba£kgrouml _

.._
«(IT 1 )

Fig. 4.4.2. Typical background contributions to the total scattering,
compared with, the corrected diffuse scattering pattern of
65

Cu0

62

4Q-

Ni0

QQ> w equilibrium at 450°C. The neutron

wavelength, is 2. S 8 Â.
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4.4.2. Influence of clustering on ^ d - f f u

atld a

total

Generally the coherent scattering
cross-section o

for a polycrystalline

solid is strongly dependent on the
applied wavelength, as shown in figure
4.4.3. for a mono-atomic cubic rigid
lattice [18]. Incoherence due to spins
or isotopes o.r diffuse scattering due
to atoms of different kinds randomly
distributed over the lattice sites
cut-off
A (arb. units)

give a contribution to the total
scattering cross-section a

that is

independent of X. However, when the

Fig. 4.4.3. The total coherent
scattering cross-section
for a rigid b.c.c. lattice

distribution of the different atoms
over the lattice sites is not at
random the diffuse contribution to a
S

versus the wavelength.
becomes dependent on X and is deter-

After 1181.

mined by the amount of correlation in
the alloy. For instance consider a clustering binary cubic alloy and
consider for simplicity only the effect of a.. For a polycrystal the
diffuse differential scattering cross-section then reads
da

d

2
C

ACB(VbB)

0+a

lZl

(4.4.2)

where the Debije-Waller factors and the size effects have been omitted.
To find the diffuse cross-section a, eq. (4.4.2) must be integrated
over the solid angle Ü, which in spherical coordinates can \<e written as

|d(29)2irsin6(1+ctiz1sin

(4.4.3)

Integration yields

(4.4.4)
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where X(a.,X) is the correction term due to the clustering, given by
.2
2ct,Z X
X(a,,X) =

(1-cos

(4.4.5)

The behaviour of a, of the 6 5 Cu- 6 2 Ni
a
null matrix as a function of X is
shown in figure 4.4.4

for a

= 0

and a, = 0 . 1 . It will be clear that
especially at larger neutron wavelengths this effect becomes more
important. Since in most small-angle

3c

spectrometers -long wavelengths above

3

the Bragg cut-off are applied this
effect has to be considered carefully.
For instance the slight differences
between the experimental values found
by Mozer et al. [19] for a

and a

sa
compared to those reported in the
literature, may be very well explained
by taking into account a clustering
parameter a. = 0 . 1 2 .
10

Fig. 4.4.4. The diffuse and the total scattering cross-sections or, and

a
(

of the 6 5 Cu- 6 2 K null matrix versus wavelength for a-,
; and a=

0.1 (

).

4.4.3. Multiple scattering
Neutron beams are much less intense than X-ray beams. In order to get
as many scattered neutrons as possible in a scattering experiment one
usually shall use relative thick samples. For most elements the crosssection for the absorption of thermal neutrons a is very small as
a

=

0
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compared to that for X-rays. Therefore a certain fraction of the scattered
neutrons will be scattered twice or more times during transversing the
specimen. These multiply scattered neutrons disturb the intensity distribution of primarily scattered neutrons which has to be corrected for.
This problem has been investigated theoretically, and for a number of
geometries and scattering arrangements analytical solutions have been
found. From the treatment by Vineyard [20], which is consistent with the
later work of Sears [21], one can learn that a thin slab in a symmetric
scattering mode is the most favourable geometry. In this arrangement the
amount of multiple scattering in the incoherent approximation is given by
do I

(as/at)Q

dn 'Mul

/a ) Q

da

(4.4.6)

da 'prim'

where Q is the ratio of
the second order to the
first order scattering

10

20=170°

coefficients. This ratio

160°

'é

the transmission Tm of
and the

scattering angle, a

140^
130

is a complex function of

the sample, a

150°

05 -

Ô-

is

the total cross-section
of the sample (=a +a ) .
â S
However, for small values of ln(l/Tm) and

Assît
f investigation

i

05

10

-ln(Tm)

for not to large angles
the angular dependence

Fig. 4.4.5. Ratio Q of second order to

of this ratio can be

first order neutron scatte-

neglected, as shown in

ring ooeffioients as a func-

figure 4.4.5. Therefore

tion of the transmission Tm

we chose for thin speci-

for various scattering angles.

mens with Tm > 0.8. The
multiple scattering for these samples varied between 10 and 20 percent of
the primary intensity, depending on the samples and the wavelengths that
were used. Since the multiple fraction is strongly influenced by the
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ratio a /a

multiple scattering

is also strongly influenced by
the amount of clustering, as
is shown in figure 4.4.6.

3

S
2
a

Fig. 4.4.6. Excess multiple
scattering due to
clustering (a~ =
0.10) versus the
neutron wavelength
X for the

65

Cu-S2Ni

null matrix sample.

4.4.4. Incoherent scattering
In section 2.3.1 it was discussed that besides the coherent bragg- and
diffuse scattering a strictly incoherent scattering process may be present.
Two types of incoherent scattering can occur. From figure 4.2.1 and table
4.2.2 it can be seen that in the present investigation the isotopic incoherence is very small compared to the diffuse intensity. Moreover this
contribution to the scattering cross-section can be calculated very
accurately. The second type of incoherence due to possible spin contributions to the scattering lengths is completely absent as may be concluded
from ref. [1] and from the work of Keating et al. [4].

4.4.5. Placzek corrections
In the scattering experiments there was no energy analysis of the scattered beam. In neutron scattering the neutron cannot transfer more
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energy to the specimen than its initial value, whereas the energy gain
of the neutron is unlimited. The partial integration over energy transfers
results for instance for vanadium in a decrease of the incoherent scattering at larger scattering angles as was mentioned already in section
4.A.I. Therefore, the measured intensity has to be corrected for these
inelastic contributions. This can be done by means of the incoherent
approximation of Placzek [22] according to the relation

(4.4.7)

which has been treated in more detail by Yarnell et al. [23]. k

is the

incident wave vector and A and B are constants determined by the incident
energy of the neutrons, the energy dependence of the counter effeciency
and the recoil energy of the sample. This approximation has been checked
by measuring the effect for vanadium carefully. This has been done with

042

3
m

SIS

II

040

î

0.42
"S

i' \

V
w

}

I

040

1

0.38

038

•

110

1

2
(a)

Fig. 4.4,7. Incoherent scattering in vanadium both for \ = 2.58 A (a) and
\ = 1.36 A (b). The open circles are the data only corrected
for background and transmission, the triangles have also been
corrected according to eq. (4.4.7) with (a) A = 0.020, B =
0.025 and (b) A = 0.006 and B = 0.019.
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a tiny neutron beam and a large thin vanadium sample in order to isolate
the effect. The results of this experiment and the Placzek corrected
values are shown in figure 4.4.7. Since the corrected intensity is independent of the scattering angle within.the accuracy of the measurements
we may conclude that these corrections are satisfactory. Therefore the
same method has also been applied to the Cu-Ni data. For these elements
the corrections are very small (a few percent at most).

4.4.6. Quasi-elastic approximation
Even with the corrections of section (4.4.5) the measured intensity may
not in all situations be set equal to the scattering cross-section,
because in gases, liquids and solids diffusion occurs at all temperatures
except at 0 K. This gives rise to a broadening of the elastic line, similar as fluctuations in the magnetization give broadening of the magnetic
elastic lines. It can be shown [24] that the width at half maximum Awi
of the incoherent correlation function S.
Au, = 2 D K .

(K,ID) is given by
(4.4.8)

Since in the present investigation diffusion is very slow at room temperature, the diffusion broadening of the elastic line is very small, too
small for detection with neutron scattering. Therefore inelastic effects
due to diffusion are neglected, thereby working in the so-called quasielastic approximation.

4.4.7. Effect of finite vertical divergence for magnetic diffuse data
For measuring the magnetic diffuse scattering cross-section separate from
all non-magnetic contributions difference measurements of the type fieldoff, field-on with H//<_ have been applied. In the condition field-off 2/3
of the total magnetic effect is measured and in the case of field-on zero.
However, this is only true when H_//jjc_ is exactly fulfilled. Experimentally
this is approximately true for the larger scattering angles. For smaller
scattering angles the finite vertical divergence also allows scattering
vectors K_^ which are not parallel to H_. This is illustrated in figure 4.4.8.
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Fig. 4.4.8. Consequences of a
finite vertical divergence for
magnetic diffuse scattering at
smaller angles. The circle is
a cross-section with a DebijeScherrer cone. Both jc and the
horizontal counter widt A are
projected in this plane. For
illustrational purpose the
counter direction and the incident and scattered neutron
wave vectors k 3 k and k.,
marked by dashed lines, cere
brought in this plane by a
rotation over 90° around the
counter direction projected
in this plane.

It may be clear that for not to large angles ip still holds that |jc. | - | KJ ,
but the scatter in directions of the measured K.-vectors causes a not com—l

plete extinction of the magnetic contribution when |ll| 4 0. For each infinitesimai small part d(tan(p) of the counter height the contribution I.
to the total fraction is given by
I. = sin (jc. .jrj)d(tan(p)A,

(4.4.9)

where j^ gives the direction of the spins and A is the horizontal width
of the counter. The total fraction I of the magnetic contribution detected
by the counter is obtained by integrating eq. (4.4.9) over the angular
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range of cp and by normalizing with the area of the detector. This gives
a

a

c

c

2

= j sin (Kn coscp)d(tancp) / |

d (tansp)>

(4.4.10)

When |HJ = 0, cos(ip) has to be averaged over all possible spin orientations, which yields
I = 2/3.

(4.4.11)

When |H| f 0 eq. (4.4.10) can be integrated and the result is

1=1-

«c
tan a.

(4.4.12)

Hence for a finite vertical divergence the measured fraction of the
magnetic diffuse intensity in the condition field-on is not zero, but
can be approximated for not to large values of <xc by eq. (4.4.12). This
has been applied in handling the magnetic diffuse data of the present
investigation.

4.4.8. Fit procedure
The resolution in real space is determined by the extent of the investigated K-range. Only an infinite K-range results in 6-functions for the
pair correlations in real space. This is obscured in least squares
fitting procedures but becomes manifest upon Fourier inversion of the
data. Warren [25] treated this problem and he gives for the full width
Ar, at half maximum of the broadened peak

•1

3.8

(4.4.J3)

The effect of a cut-off of K at various values is shown for Cu-Ni in
figure 4.4.9. For this reason measurements with neutrons of different
wavelengths were used for an evaluation of the null matrix. For joining
these two sets of data a procedure of scaling by a numerical integration
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r
= 7.1 A

, /Syy'ys/S/y///sy'yys/yy'/y'Ay^^

/ /ss/s\

vyy

V////A
(Ä)
% . 4.4.9. The halfwidths trp of the resolution function in real space
for the correlation function centered around the distances
r

-v

fOÏ> the first four shells in Cu-Ni, shewing the

broadening effect of a decreasing cut-off in K.
of the overlapping region has been used, taking into account the differences in corrections as discussed in the previous sections. The measurements were put on an absolute scale by comparison with the incoherent
scattering from vanadium. Within small uncertainties as introduced by
the specimen thickness this callibration agreed very well with the
calculations of the Laue intensity from the samples (aQ = 1.00 ± 0.03).
The mean square amplitudes of the thermal vibrations of the lattice
were assumed to be linear in the composition. For pure Cu and pure Ni
at 300 K the values 1.14 ± 0.01 A 2 and 0.83 ± 0.01 A 2 , respectively
have been taken from literature data [26-28]. These data agreed very
well with the value of 0.99 A that Mozer derived from his measurements
ft 9

of the frequency distribution function in C u Q > 5 2 5 N i Q ^ 7 5 [19]. For
the dispersion of the elastic waves the linear relation of table 2.3.1.
has been applied. A least squares fit of eq. (2.3.35) to the data,
weighted with their statistical error finally resulted in a set of
cluster parameters. The fitting consisted of a repeating series, at
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every step increasing the number of shells with one. In this way the
convergence of the procedure could be followed. Exceeding the spatial
resolution, determined by the cut-off in K, resulted in non-physical
oscillations in the values for these parameters. At the same time the
correlation matrix showed strong correlations between the fitting
parameters.
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5.1.

CLUSTERING IN Cu-Ni

Experimental results

A typical experimental result is given in figure 5.1.1 where the scattering
diagram of the null matrix S5 Cu_ ,„. 62 Ni 0 ,,,, quenched from equilibrium
at 400 C is shown. According to the procedure outlined in section 4.4.8,
nine shell parameters give a fairly good fit to these data. A one parameter

Fig. 5.1.1. Typical neutron scattering pattern: here of 65Cu0
quenched after annealing for 30 hours at 40Q C. The data have
only heen corrected for thermal background, fast neutrons and
geometric effects in the transmission. The dashed Vine is a
least squares fit of eq. (2. 3. 35) to the experimental points
wich a, only. The solid line is a fit with ^2~a9' ^e arosses
were measured with 2.58 A neutrons, the dots with 1.40 1
neutrons.
fit with a, only is clearly insufficient, especially for the smaller
K-values. In this way equilibrium atomic distributions of the null matrix
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in the temperature region between 340 and 700 C have been measured.
Bragg scattering could not be detected at positions indicated with
arrows. Also a diffraction pattern of the K-region around the positions

25

4.5

Fig. 5.1.2. Diffraction diagram showing the complete absence of fundamental reflections for the null matrix.

Fig. 5.1.3. Square
4 -

root of the ratio of
the (111)-peak inten-

3

intensity, normalized

1

for the composition
dependence of the Laue
scattering, plotted as

o

?

2

a function of the comA

\ 1 (111).peak intensity
V diffuse ii

sity and the diffuse

\

position of the sample.
The composition of the

-2

null matrix is indeed
-3

the one calculated
I

50
at. perc. Ni

loo

from the data for bM.
and b„ae

that have

been used [2].

co
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of the (111) and (200) reflections, measured with a high statistical
o-]
accuracy (error per point < 0.5 percent; step in K : 0.002 A

) did

not reveal any indication of Bragg scattering, as can be seen in figure
5.1.2. The composition with 60 atomic percent

62

Ni

shows well defined

Bragg peaks and the (lll)-peak intensity amounts to about 10 percent of
the diffuse intensity. Figure 5.1.3 shows the square root of the ratio
of the (lll)-peak intensity and the diffuse intensity, normalized for
the composition dependence of the Laue scattering versus composition.
For the samples with a higher Ni content than the null matrix the negative value of the root has been taken, in agreement with the sign
of the average scattering length. Since for the given isotopes only
one null matrix exists all other compositions showed to some extent
Bragg reflections and second order reflections. Some of the samples
even showed multiple coherent scattering. Figure 5.1.4 shows the scattering patterns of two samples at both ends of the investigated

Fig. 5.1.4. Neutron scattering patterns of *zCun ,
B5

Cun

S2
on

U.ÖU

Nin

80

n/i (b)* quenched from equilibrium at 450 C and
U. HU

corrected similarly as in fig. 5.1.1; \ = 2.58 %. The solid
lines are least squares fits of eq. (2. Z. 35) to the experimental data with <x--a.} the dashed line in fig. 5.1.4a one
with a 7 only.
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composition range, where the coherent contributions are very large. For
all compositions except the null matrix holds that the disturbance
of the diffuse profile by these coherent contributions is so strong at
larger K-valves that only the ic-region ranging from 0.1 A

to 3.4 A

could be used safely for an evaluation of the corresponding cluster
parameters. As a consequence only the first four shell parameters have
been refined for these samples. For the samples with a Ni content between 47.5 and 70 atomic percent the correlation range used was not
quite enough for an optimal fit. Size effect parameters were not significantly different from zero, except for the three samples with highest
Cu content. For all compositions equilibrium states were investigated
for temperatures between 400 and 700 C.
It was estimated from calculations by Andries et al. [2] and from
relaxation data for Cu-Ni of Van Royen et al. [3] that atomic distributions which correspond to equilibrium states at temperatures above

0.12

r
a1 0.10 -

0.08

500

1000

500

TQ(°C)

1000
TQ(°C)

Fig. 5.1.5. The effect of the quenoh temperature on the cluster parameters
Uj and a„ in

&5

Cuß

62
3ö

^/j

?Q

for quenching in water

(T ~ 104 °C/sec).
700°C could not be frozen in by water quenching (T ~ 10

°C/sec). This

has been confirmed by a check on the sample with 70 atomic percent

62

Ni.
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Fig. S.I. 6. The variation with temperature and composition of the first
four Varren Cowley cluster parameters aj~a 4 in Cu-Ni.

Table S.1.1.

All Warren Cowley cluster parameters for Cu-Ni from the present investigations together with their
equilibrium conditions. For a few temperatures equilibrium was possibly not established entirely.
These have been marked with an asterisk. Standard deviations are given in parenthesis^ in units of
the last decimal plaae.

Cu/ttt

20/80

heat treatment
before quenching

4.2
0.087(2) -0.027(6) 0.025(2) -0.009(4) 4.2
0.088(4)
9.0
0.083(2) ;0.018(5) 0.020(2) 0.012(5) 3.0

2 hours 500 C

0.080(3)
0.077(1) -0.025(5) 0.020(2)
0.066(2)

0.006(4)

1 hour 600QC

0.064(1) -0.021(4) 0.016(2)

0.001(4)

1 hour 700°C

0.060(2)

2.6

0.061(1) -0.032(5) 0.014(2) -0.003(4)

1.4

60 hours 400°C

6.6

0.149(8)
0.120(2)

0.010(7) 0.026(3)

2 hours 500°C

0.120(6)
0.099(2) -0.008(7) 0.021(3)
0.099(4)

0.033(6) 4.0

1 hour 60O°C

0.087(2) -0.017(6) 0.018(3)
0.089(3)

0.017(5) 3.3

1 hour 700°C

0.082(1) -0.029(6) 0.019(2)

0.008(4) 2.2

21.5

0.080(1) -0.028(4) 0.019(2)
5 ninutes 900°c" 1 0.086(3)
0.081(1) -0.027(4) 0.019(2)
5 ninutes 960°C* 0.087(3)
0.079(1) -0.019(5) 0.017(2)
60 hours 400°C

0.162(10)
0.125(4)

48 hours 450°C

40 hours 450°C

7.5
5.4

5.6

0.053(1) -0.058(3) 0.003(1) -0.013(2)

1.0

0.041(2)

3.7

2 hours 500°C

0.057(1! -0.061(4) 0.008(2) -0.023(3) 0.9
0.039(2)
3.6

1 hour 600°C

0.055(1) -0.058(3) 0.005(1) -0.014(2) 0.7
0.042(2)
4.5
0.053(1) -0.047(3) 0.002(1) -0.011(2) 0.8

1 hour 700°C

7O/3O2 20 hour» 400°c'

0.041(2)

4.9

0.053(1) -0.057(3) 0.006(1) -0.014(2)

1.0

0.067(2)

5.5

48 hours 450°C

0.082(2) -0.058(5) 0.010(2) -0.022(3) 1.9
0.062(2)
3.2

2 hours 500°C

0.078(1) -0.064(4) 0.013(2) -0.024(3) 1.1
0.058(2)
2.1
0.076(1) -0.068(4) 0.012(2) -0.019(3) 0.8

1 hour 600°C
1 hour 700°C

0.059(1)

4.0

0.072(1) -0.053(4) 0.010(2) -0.016(4)

1.5

0.056(2)

2.8
0.071(1) -0.061(6) 0.010(2) -0.016(4) 1.0

7.8
0.003(3) 3.6
7.3
0.004(3) 2.8
5.1
0.005(4) 2.4
32.0
0.059(8) 9.0

60/40 3 40 hours 400°C

0.015(9) 0.026(4)

48 hours 450°C

0.004(9) 0.025(4)

30.4
0.052(8) 14.5

0.105(1) -0.058(4) 0.019(2) -0.006(3) 1.7
0.096(1)
4.4

24.1
0.037(7) 11.1

2 hours S0O°C

0.098(1) -0.051(4) 0.019(2) -0.005(3) 2.0
4.7
0.091(1)
0.097(1) -0.069(5) 0.022(2)- -0.007(3)

1.9

15.6

1 hour 600°C

0.081(1)

4.4

1 hour 700°C

0.086(1) -0.061(4) 0.019(2) -0.005(3) 2.2
3.6
0.079(1)

0.144(8)
0.113(3)

0.044(2)

0.040(6) 8.6
10.6

5 minutes 800°C*# 0.085(2)

80/201 20 hours 400°C*

0.048(6) 5.2

0.132(7)
0.000(7) 0.025(3)

•>

1.9

20.7

stdev

_ .„. heat treatment
L
'
before quenching

1.9
4.9

48 hours « 0 ° C

0.110(2)

35/65

stdev
<stat>

20 hours 400°C* 0.091(3)
40 hours 450°C

30/70

a..

-

2 hours 500°C

0.128(7)

t hour 600°C

0.104(3) -0.009(8) 0.024(4)
0.108(4)

1 hour 700°C

0.093(2) -0.021(7) 0.020(3)
0.095(3)
0.087(1) -0.030(5) 0.020(2)

0.021(5) 7.5
10.7
0.006(4) 5.7

0.101(1)

4.1

0.086(1) -0.056(5) 0.015(2) -0.009(3) 2.4

40/60 144 hours 375°c' 0.178(10)
0.134(4)

-0.017(6) 0.020(3)

17.1
0.064(8) 4.6
22.0
0.046(7) 6.5
26.6
0.052(8) 10.2
20.6
0.033(6) 7.7
14.0
0.020(5) 5.1

-0.020(b) 0.016(3)

0.014(5)

0.028(9)

0.025(4)

28 hou« 400°C* 0.163(9)
0.128(3)

8 hours 4S0°C

0.150(8)
0.;18(3>

6 hours 500°C

700°C

0.104(3)
0.094(2)

r

,M.
"'"'

13.5/

heat creatnent
before quenching

»1

500 hours 340°C*

0.136(4)
0.142(3)

56.S
30 hours 400°C
8 hours 425°C
5.3 hout« 450°C
1 hour 500°C
1 hour 600°C
1/2 hour

700°C

-0.008(8) 0.023(3)

0.114(4)
0.098(2)

1/2 hout

O.OW9) «.019«)

0.133(6)
0.109(2)

1 hour 600°C

0.012(6) 0.027(3)

a

Z

»J

0.136(5)
0.117(2; -0.017(5) 0.023(2)
0.128(4)
0.113(2) -0.016(5) 0.019(2)

hours 450 JC

2 hours 500°C
1

hour 600°C

1/2 hour 700°C

...

"6

«7

a

6

7. 5

0.019(4) 2 0
11.

2

0.019(4) 2. 8
11

0.119(4)

0.105(2)
0.108(3)
0.098(2)
0.097(2)
0.091(2)
0.092(2)
0.089(1)

3.5

1

-0.017(5) 0.018(2)

0.016(4) 3 2

-0.023(7) 0,019(3)

0.007(4) 3 1

-0.028(7) 0,017(3)

0.002(4) 2 3

9 4
6 3
4 6

-0.029(5)

9

0.015(2) -0.001(3) 2 0

<srat>
5.7

-0.012(9)

0.019(3)

0.007(7) -0.003(4

-0.004(12) 0.004(2) -0.018(25) 0.002(5)

0.120(2) 0.005(9)
0.112(4)
0.115(3) O.OOB(IO)
0.105(4)
0.109(3) 0.006(10)
0.104(3)
0.107(2) 0.005(9)
0.091(3)
0.093(2) -0.003(9)
0.082(3)
0.085(3) -0.005(10)

3.4
9.4

0.116(4)

0.0210} 0.02)19)

0.003(6)

0.00)(25) 0.005(6) -0.038(79) 0.008(10) 1-7
7.8

0.021(4) 0.010(10) 0.003(7)

0.002(30) 0.005(7) -0.035(96) 0.006(12) 2.0

0.020(4) 0.015(10) 0.006(7

-0.008(30 0.008(7) -o.06taoo) 0.011(13) 1.6

8.1
7.6

0.018(3) 0.015(9)

0.004(6) -0.003(24) 0.005(6) -0.043(79) 0.009(10)

1.5
4.6

0.013(3) 0.013(8)

0.001(6) -0.004(25) 0.004(6) -0.050(82) 0.008(11)

1.6
3.3

0.012(4) 0.006(10) 0.002(7) -0.006(32) 0.005(8) -0.060(107) 0.008(13)

no equilibriuB state, due to quenching from a too high temperature.
H • 0.003(1), «nrf S3 - 0.001(1).

Sl - 0.004(1), e2 - 0.002(1), and 63 - 0.001(1).
a, - o.ooi(i).

5

9.7

nost probably equilibrium has not been reached entirely.

6l • 0,005(0.

52.5/ 144 hours 3?5°C
47.5
27 hours 400 C

1.8

I
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In order to minimize effects like grain growth, quench temperatures and
corresponding annealing times were selected carefully. In figure 5.1.5
values of a. and a. are plotted versus T-. It is obvious that no really
more disordered state than that at 700 C can be attained by going to
higher quench temperatures. Moreover the states obtained by quenching
from higher temperatures are not equivalent to low temperature equilibrium
states. For the more Cu-rich samples which have a higher atomic mobility,
the deviation might occur at a somewhat lower temperature. But these
changes are so small that in all cases 700 C could be used as an upper
limit for T Q .
Figure 5.1.6 shows the behaviour of a, , as a function of the composition
for most investigated temperatures. For a- and perhaps also for a„ the
values of the sample with 40 a t. perc. Ni deviate from the general behaviour. Table 5.1.1 contains all cluster data with their standard deviations. In addition - as a quality factor for the fitting - the ratio
of the standard deviation to the statistical error averaged over all
points has been given. In general the quality of the fit improves by
going to higher temperatures or towards the sides of the investigated
composition range. This means that at lower temperatures and towards the
centre of the composition range the correlation range steadily increases.
Measurements of the kinetics of clustering discussed in chapter VII indicate that for a few samples at the lowest temperatures the equilibrium
state possibly was not attained. These temperatures have been marked in
table 5.1.1.

5.2.

Discussion

5.2.1. Comparison with other investigations
The results of earlier reported neutron scattering experiments by
other authors [4-7] have been collected in figure 5.2.1 and table 5.2.1.
Also NMR measurements by De Gasperis et al. [8] have produced clustering
data, but the assumptions necessary for deducing these data make them
much less accurate than those obtained from scattering experiments.
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Fig. 5.2.1. The Varren Cowley
cluster parameter a,
plotted versus composition. Aj ref. 4;
A3 ref. 5; O, ref. ff;
•, ref. 7; M, this
work (700°C data).
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specimen
size

specifications
heat treatment

90

slab, 6mm
thickness

80
80 f",i

(8"1)

resolution
re.il space

0 .048 (15) -0.005 (7) 0 .004 (10)

0 .3-1 .1

3.45

1*1

0.080 (4)

0 .062 (71 -0 .007 (3)

0 .3-1

3 .45

1.61

0.046 (2)

0.039 (8) -0.010 (3) 0 020 (6)

0.6-2 .5

1 52

|s|

0 .3-2 .5

52

M

(1) 0 009 (21 0 .2-1 .1

3 45

|6|

0.3-2 .5

) 52

|7|

0 009 (3)

0 .2-1 1

3 45

|6|

0 .2-0 8

4 75

)6|

r

r2 " 3 . 5 «

3 days 1000°C
quenched

0.055 (10)

slab, 6nm
thickness

3 days 1000°C
quenched

cylinder,
^9x60 mm

24 h 1000°C
quenched

80 2 6 2 Ni slab, J,5nra 16 h 1030°C
thickness quenched

0.1175(35) -0.0614

70

0.118 (2)

slab, 6mm
thickness

3 days 1000°C
quenched

-0 0098

(X)

1

3 days !000°C
quenched

0. 103 (3)

0 .009 (2)

3 days 1000°C
quenched

0.106 (2) -0 .009 (4)

0 .008 (1) 0 007 (2)

0. 1335(33) -0 0747

0 0436

-0 0479

0 3-2 5

1 52

|7|

0. 1230

0 0103

0.0098

0 2-8 8

0.43

1*1

quenched

60

slab, 6sm
thickness

50

slab, 6mm
thickness

47 5 6 2 Hi slab, 1.5m 16 h 1050°C
47 5

0 007 (4)

reference

0 .0432

thickness

62

K -range

08

-0 0584

0 .0445

-a.001

A

0.1432(82) -0.0328

70 4 « N i slab, 1.5mm 16 h IO5O°C

thickness

0.053 (5)

3 -X3 «

r

-0 .001 (6)

quenched

Ui slab,l.8mn furnace cooled
thickness 450-550°C

-0 .0083

Table 5.2.1. The first four Warren Cowley cluster parameters together with the
sample specifications for Cu-Ni alloys from other investigations
L4-71. All data have been measured with diffuse neutron scattering from polycrystalline samples. Some of them were isotopically
enriched. Also the resulution in real space, due to the limited
range of the investigated reciprocal spaaet is given.
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Unfortunately, in all these investigations very little attention has
been paid to the heat treatment of (:he samples. This probably is the
most serious source of error for the discrepancies among the reported
data, which are large and inconsistent with the given experimental uncertainties, even for a.. Other sources probably are i) strongly different accuracies

between the various investigations, depending upon

whether special isotopes were used or not and ii) differences in spatial resolution for resolving the correlation coefficients, due to
differences in the cut-off of K. Due to precautions with respect to
these points, treated in detail in chapter IV, the data of the present
investigation scatter much less than these other results. Comparison
of the various data shows that only Mozer et al. [4] obtained results
that are of equal accuracy as our 47.5 atomic percent Ni sample. They
studied a furnace-cooled sample and estimated, on the basis of diffusion
data, that the clustering in their sample corresponded to ~ 550 C. From
clustering kinetics determined by the relaxation of the electrical
resistivity by Van Royen et al. [3] it follows that the average relaxation time amounts to 50 seconds at about 450 C instead of 550 C. The
lower temperature of 450 C is in better agreement with our data. Still
it must be emphasized once more that none of the other investigations
dealt with equilibrium states.

5.2.2. Temperature dependence
Analyzing the results of the null matrix with the linear model of Clapp
and Moss [9], CMA,discussed in chapter II, one finds a temperature
dependence of the effective pairwise interaction potentials. Also the
values for the critical temperature for decomposition, calculated from
the a. with help of the expression

2V3/V,

(5.2.1)

which is also given by Clapp and Moss, depend on temperature. A similar
behaviour was found when the spherical model approximation (SMA)
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350 -

200 -

250 •

100

1.0

1.5
1

IOOO/T (ir )

IOOO/T (K~V

o»
Fig. 5.2.2. The critical temperature for decomposition of the null
matrix as a function of the annealing temperature3 calculated with CM. (a) and SMA (b) from the diffuse neutron
scattering data.
of Hoffman CIO], was applied, as is shown in figure 5.2.2. These latter
values for T are lower than the corresponding Clapp and Moss values,
'c
This discrepancy is caused by the fact that CMA overestimates T , whereas
SMA underestimates T . Both models fail in describing the temperature
dependence of clustering in Cu-Ni with sufficient accuracy. This might
be due to the influence of many-particle interactions. In order to
verify this hypothesis computer simulations have been carried out by
Van Royen et al. [11]. A detailed description of the method that has
been used is given elsewhere [12]. Here only a short description of the
essential features will be presented. The computational system consists
of a fee crystal with 4000 lattice sites. One of these sites is a vacancy,
while the remaining 3999 are filled randomly with A or B atoms according
to the required composition. Then the vacancy is made to diffuse through
the lattice in the following way: i) only nearest neighbours can jump

into the vacancy, and ii) the choice between these 12 candidates is
made according to a Monte Carlo procedure, taking into account the
local energy of the various atoms, the saddlepoint energies and the
temperature. The model thus allows for the possibility of unequal diffusion coefficients. The same model has been used by Bakker et al. [13]
for the determination of diffusion correlation factors in bcc systems.
This method is to be preferred over the atom-interchange mechanism [14-16],
since the kinetics of the clustering process is approximated in a physically more realistic way.
The results of these computer simulations are shown in figure 5.2.3. [313.

• simulations
o neutron scattering

• simulations
o neutron scattering

I

03

•

I
/
,/

0.15

<*•
0.10

I

1

\l

/

f

Q05

0
^m^—it^-9-4fV
•
*•
1

A"

6L.simulations not
i in equilibrium
!

1
1000/T

1

1

2
or1)

Fig. 5. 2. 3. Results of the aomputer simulations and the neutron scattering
experiments for the 56.5 at. pera. Ni alloy. The solid line is
the CMA oalaulation and the dashed line the fourth order result
of the model of Tahir-Kheli. For the simulations and the model
calculations V« = -10 meV and V„ - 4 meV have been used.
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Below 340°C equilibrium was not attained, Around 300 C the kinetics of
the relaxation process was very slow, and at lower temperatures (~150 C)
a steady change in the a. was observed, even after 20 jumps per atom.
The interaction energies (V. = -10 meV and V. = 4 meV) were tcken from
previously reported work [17]. The simulated data lie consistently
below the CMA curve. Using the CMA to obtain interaction energies from
the simulated data gave constant V. and V„ of -9.5 meV and 4.5 meV, respectively, different from the input values. Also, both the CMA and SMA
produced a constant T

of 470 +_ 40 K and 290 + 10 K, respectively. The

cluster parameters using the high temperature expansion of Tahir - Kheli
[18] were also calculated. The fourth order calculations [19] agree very
well with the results of the computer simulations as shown in figure 5.2.3.
Fitting this model to .the neutron scattering data would give similar
temperature dependent results as in the case of CMA and SMA. Our conclusion is that this must be ascribed to many-particle contributions.

5.2.3. Composition dependence
From figure 5.1.4
the samples

65

it can be observed that the amount of clustering for
62

Cu. „ Ni. _ and

65

Cu.

62
Q

Ni

is quite different. The

origin of these differences in the correlations is a strong asymmetry
in the clustering in Cu-Ni (see also table 5.1.1 and figure 5.1.6).
Neither this asymmetric behaviour of the a. nor their temperature dependence can be explained by models based upon pairwise interactions

0.050

Fig. 5.2.4. The values of «- for
1000/T = 0j obtained
from fig. 5. 2.53
CÜ1 ( T . M )
0.025

plotted versus the
composition. The
drawn line is a guide
for the eye.
SO
at. perc. Ni

100
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like CMA or SMA. Figure 5.2.4 gives the extrapolation of a. for infinite
temperature. This extrapolation is straightforward, since a. seems linear in 1/T for all compositions, as shown in figure 5.2.5. The slopes of

0.15

0.15

0.10 '

0.05 •

1.5
103/T (H"1)

IO 3 /T (K-1)

Fig. 5.2.5. Linear behaviour of a ? versus 1000/T for all investigated
compositions in Cu-Ni. The Ni content in atomic percent is
inserted in the interpolations.
these lines reflect the temperature dependence of the asymmetry of a.
as function of composition in the investigated temperature region. For
a few temperatures this temperature dependent asymmetry is shown in more
detail in figure 5.2.6, from which it can be seen that the maximum of a.
not only increases when temperature decreases from 700 C to 400 C, but
also shifts from 55 to 65 atomic percent Ni. This could be due to a
temperature dependent behaviour of the many-particle interactions different from that of the pairwise interactions.
The distribution of the diffuse intensity in reciprocal space is determined by pair correlations only. This means that for a given composition
and for a given equilibrium distribution only effective pairwise interaction potentials can be derived from these pairwise correlations.
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Fig. 5.2.6. The first Warren Cowley
cluster parameter ou in

0.15 -

Cu-Ni as a function of
composition for three
temperatures at which
the samples were in

010 •

equilibrium.

The effect of many-particle interactions might be deduced from the

005

temperature and composition dependence of these effective pairwise
interaction potentials. For temperatures not too close to T

the

OOO

100

linear model of Clapp and Moss
approximates these pairwise interaction potentials very well. At
various temperatures for the first and second nearest neighbours effective
pair potentials V. and Vj respectively, have been found as a function of
composition. These curves are concave and asymmetric, and the absolute
values systematically decrease with decreasing temperature, as can be
seen in figure 5.2.7. The values for the sample with 40 at. perc. Ni
deviate systematically, which is due to the deviating behaviour of a_,
already mentioned in section 5.1. The concentration- and temperature
dependence of the effective pairwise interaction potentials can be used
for evaluating the effect of the many-particle interactions as shown by
Taggart and Tahir - Kheli [20,21] for three-particle interactions. Figure
5.2.8 shows preliminary calculations of ot. and ou [22], using V. = -10
meV, V- = 4 meV and an additional 5 meV triplet interaction potential.
The composition and temperature dependence of these cluster parameters
agree very well with those from the experimental data, given in fig. 5.1.6.
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Fig. 5.2.7. Effective pairwise interaction potentials V^ and V^ as a
function of the composition for a few temperatures: • 700 C;
O 600°d A 500°C; A 450°C; * 400°C.

001 010-

Q05-001 -

-002 0

100

Fig. 5.2.8. a, and a„ as a function of composition for various températures, calculated with the model of Taggart and Tahir-Kheli
1201, using Vj = -10 meV, Vg = 4 meV and using 5 meV for the
triplet interaction.
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5.2.4. Miscibility gap.
Despite the shortcomings of the pairwise approximation with the now
available clustering data something can be said about the shape of the
miscibility gap. Figure 5.2.9 shows the predictions of CMA using the
pairwise interaction potentials of the various compositions at high
temperatures. It is known th.it the linear model predicts a value of
T

which in about 10 to 15 percent too high. On the other hand re-

laxation experiments with the null matrix showed an initial growth in
Fig. 6.2.9. The misaibility gap in
Cu-Ni, aaloulated for
the various compositions

400 •

from the diffuse neutron
scattering results with
CMA. The solid line is

200 •

drawn to guide the eye.
The dashed line is the
misaibility gap in CuNi as calculated by
Elford et al.
diffuse intensity at small «-values
at 320°C. This is probably caused

-273
100

by decomposition of the alloy [23],
which is discussed in chapter VII.
This means that the actual values

might be somewhat lower than the values calculated here. Therefore the
maximum of the miscibility gap most probably is located at 65 atomic
percent Ni at a temperature between 340 and 350 f'. Despite the scatter
and possible systematic errors due to the model used the location of
the maximum and the shape of figure 5.2.9 are much more detailed than
the previous predictions for T

, which were based upon various

different observations. These ranged from 50 to 80 atomic percent Ni
at temperatures between 100 and 800°C [24-30]. Agreement with calculations based on measurements of the heat of formation of Cu-Ni alloys
[26,29,30] is satisfactory. Elford et al. [29] found for T c r__. 322°C
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at roughly 80 at. perc. Ni and their prediction of the miscibility gap
is also given in figure 5.2.9. In practice this region of the phase
diagram is inaccessible for diffusion with thermal vacancies only.
Interstitials are mobile down to much lower temperatures [31,32]. So
perhaps irradiation enhanced diffusion can be applied to obtain information about the exact location of the miscibility gap.

5.2.5. Size effects
From the size-effect parameters of table 5.1.1 information about the
distances between Cu-Cu, Ni-Ni and Cu-Ni pairs in the various alloys
can be deduced by using eq. (2.3.38). However, this equation contains
two parameters and therefore additional information is necessary. We
calculated the size-effect parameter for the first shell, $., as a
function of composition, thereby assuming that the Cu-Cu and the Ni-Ni
distances are the same as in the pure elements. The result of this calculation is shown in figure 5.2.10, where also the experimental data have
been plotted. Taking into account a reasonable amount of clustering
(a. = 0.09 at 50 at. perc. Ni and a parabolic composition dependence
for computational convenience) still results in poor agreement between
the calculated and the experimental data. The agreement improves considerably by assuming that a Ni-Ni pair can adjust its distance more
easily to the change in lattice parameter than a Cu-Cu pair. This is
shown in figure 5.2.10 for the assumption that the average relative
displacement e. 1

1

| ..

for a Ni-Ni nearest neighbouring pair in the

alloy is half the value used above, while e U

U

l^

remains the

same. Best agreement with experiment was obtained in this simple model
by relaxing the assumed relative displacements of the second calculation
by 50 percent for both Cu-Cu and Ni-Ni pairs.
The size-effect parameters for the subsequent shells decrease rapidly
with increasing distance. This indicates that the different relative
displacements diminish very rapidly with increasing distance. The actual
atomic displacements will be more complicated, but it can be safely
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concluded that the lattice
distortions are very small in
Cu-Ni, even smaller than expected from the three percent
difference in lattice parameter
of the pure elements.
Fig. 5.2.10. The size effect
parameter ß^ for the first shelly
determined experimentally (dots)
as a function of the composition
and calculated for (a) e^" U\alloy
\Ni*
t-r£ , ßuCu\_ ßuCux
> 1
Ialloy - £1
\Cu
"'"*
£NiNi\ ,,
and
E
5
Ialloy
zQuCu \alloy
(h

oulations have also been made taking
into account clustering (ctj = 0.09).
-10

These are given by the dashed lines.
100

5.2.6. Elastic contributions
Elastic contributions to the energy, due to alloying could be partially
responsible for the asymmetry in the observed cluster parameters with
respect to the equi-atomic composition when the elastic constants of
the two components are different. This is the case in Cu-Ni. In order
to investigate this possibility some calculations were carried out.
In an elastic continuum approximation for dilute solid solutions A B ,
C

Eshelby [33] derived the following expression for the elastic energy
per defect atom upon alloying:

X ™C
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(5.2.2)

E, = 2/3

Y and Y ' a r e dimensionless quantities, given by

3 E?, + 4 G B
(5.2.3)

Y =

?

3E
and

3E Y

+ 4GE
(5.2.4)

Y'

and E„ are the bulk moduli of the elements A and B, respectively,
and G

is the shear modulus of B. fi is the specific atomic volume and

&Ü the difference in atomic volume. The elastic energy as a function of
composition can be calculated by assuming that the defect contributions,
even for high concentrations, do not interfere. For a certain non-dilute
composition A B ,

the elastic energy per atom is then given by

E(c) = c E d > A + (l-OE d ) B .
E, » (E,
A B,

(5.2.5)

) is the contribution per defect atom A (B) to the matrix

instead of to the pure element B (A). For Ey, G and Q of

Cu and

Ni data were taken from literature
[34,35] and for the compositions
Cu Ni,

these properties were

interpolated linearly. The result
of these calculations is shown
in figure 5.2.11. E(c) is clearly

2

asymmetric in c, with a maximum
at the Ni-rich side between 60
and 70 at.perc. Ni. Qualitatively

I
Fig. 5.2.11. Effect of the different elastic constants of Cu and Ni on
elastic energy in CuNi3 due to alloying.
100
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this behaviour is in reasonable agreement with energies involved in the
many-particle interactions [11]. For a quantitative analysis of these
elastic contributions, which indeed might explain some of the asymmetry
effects, also the measured size-effects, discussed in section 5.2.5,
should be taken into account.

5.3. Conclusions
A detailed set of clustering parameters has been obtained which describes the equilibrium distribution of the atoms in Cu-Ni as a function
of temperature and composition. The temperature dependence cannot be
described with sufficient accuracy by pairwise interaction models. The
clustering parameters are asymmetric in the composition. This asymmetry
appears also to be temperature dependent. None of these effects can be
explained by pairwise interaction models. Consequently many-particle
interactions play an important role in determining the amount of clustering in Cu-Ni. From the clustering data the shape of the miscibility
gap could be constructed, which is in reasonable agreement with data
on the heat of mixing. Size effects appear to be very small in Cu-Ni
alloys. The concentration dependence and temperature dependence of the
effective pairwise interaction potentials can be of great help in trying
to estimate the extent of many-particle interactions. In addition the
detailed knowledge of clustering in Cu-Ni can be used to investigate
physical phenomena which are influenced by local environmental effects,
as will be discussed in more detail in chapter VI.
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CHAPTER VI.

CLUSTERING AND MAGNETISM

In this chapter the results of an investigation of the influence of
chemical clustering on magnetism in Cu-Ni alloys [1,2] will be discussed.
It will be shown that knowledge of the cluster parameters is of crucial
importance for a good interpretation of the complex behaviour of the
magnetic moment of Ni atoms as a function of their environment in Cu-Ni
alloys.

6.1.

Experimental results

Two different clustered states of two Cu-Ni samples with known cluster
parameters were investigated by means of magnetic diffuse scattering of
unpolarized thermal neutrons. The sample containing 56.5 at. perc. Ni
becomes ferromagnetic below 120 K. The other one, containing 47.5 at.
perc. Ni, is lying in the critical region for ferromagnetism in Cu-Ni

Fig. 6.1.1. The diffuse magnetia neutron scattering aposs-seotions of the
56.5 at.pero. Ni alloy for two equilibrium states, a) quenched
from ?00°C and b) annealed for 500 hours at 340°C.
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and has a Curie temperature of about 18 K. Both samples were prepared
according to the method described in section 4.2. They were water quenched
from 700°C to obtain a minimum amount of clustering. Thereafter the 56.5
at.perc. Ni sample was annealed for 500 hours at 340 C and the 47.5 at.
perc. Ni sample for J44 hours at 375°C in order to raise the amount of
clustering. The two different states of each sample were investigated
at 4.2 K using the difference counting method outlined in the sections
4.3 and 2.4.2. The data obtained in this way were corrected for the
finite vertical divergence, described in section 4.4.7 and put on an absolute scale by comparison with the incoherent neutron scattering of a
thin vanadium sample. The results for the cross-sections of the two
alloys are shown in the figures 6.1.1

and 6.1.2. The magnetic diffuse

scattering cross-section depends strongly on the amount of clustering.
For the sample with 47.5 at. perc. Ni the magnetic scattering cross-section at larger K-values is smaller that that of the 56.5 at. perc. Ni
sample. This is in agreement with the decrease of the average magnetic
moment per Ni atom with decreasing Ni content in Cu-Ni alloys. In addition

Fig. 6.1.2. The diffuse magnetic neutron scattering oross-seotion of the
47.5 at. pero. Ni alloy for two equilibrium states^ a) quenched
from ?00°C and b) annealed for 144 hours at 375°C.
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the 47.5 at. perc. Ni sample shows a large increase of the cross-section
for small ic-values. Such a behaviour can be understood by assuming magnetic
correlations over relatively large distances. These might be caused by
the occurrence of some sort of giant magnetic clusters.

6.2.

Discussion

6.2.1. The alloy

The investigated compositions are very close to the equi-atomic composition and since ]in «u.,., the moment distribution function M ( K ) in Marshal
Cu
Ni.
linear model [3], given in eq. (2.4.9), may in these cases be reduced to
C

M(K)

G(K) = Z Z ^

sin

(6.2.1)

G(K)

Ni

Kr i /tcr i

(6.2.2)

describes the disturbance of the 3d Ni-moment caused by Cu atoms in its
neighbourhood. The magnetic diffuse scattering cross-section is given by

~

I

,.,, = 48.6

dfl 'magn.diff

c„ c„.

Cu Ni

S(K) F 2 ( K )

-10 -

3.05 -
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1
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•

[M2(K)3

(6.2.3)

Fig. 6.2.1. The magnetic* moment distribution function
M(K)S derived according to
eq. (6.2,3), for the 56.5
at. perc. Ni alloy in the
two equilibrium states at
700°C (black dots) and 340°C
(open circles).
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in mb/(sr at.). Using the experimental values of S ( K ) discussed in
chapter V, M ( K ) has been extracted from the experimental data using eq.
(6.2.3). The results are displayed in figure 6.2.1. Since in this way
the effect of short-range chemical correlations has been taken into
account it is anticipated that the values of M ( K ) for the two different
clustered states are equivalent. However, the 340°C data are systematically larger than the 700°C data, especially at the smaller K-values,
where the errors are very small. This means that-Marshall's linear
analysis does not hold at this composition.
Non-linear behaviour of the magnetic moment of Ni in Cu-Ni has been
assumed in a number of investigations C4-6]. The models that are considered to be most satisfactory for Cu-Ni at this moment are displayed in
figure 6.2.2 [4,6], where in the probably most realistic model of the
localized Ni moment [6] the
effective moment is obtained

Q75

-

by taking the negative diffuse spin polarization around

Ito&Akimitsu
Robbins et aL

the Ni sites into account.
For an exact description of
the local magnetic behaviour
in these alloys it is extremely important to know the
frequency distribution
NiNi

P,

(n), which describes

the probability of finding n
Ni atoms in the first shell
around a Ni atom. Chemical

12

10
8
6
4
2
number of nearest Ni neighbours

0

clustering strongly influences
this distribution. Therefore,

Fig. 6.2.2. The two models of the lo-

according to the non-linear

calized moment of a Ni atom in Cu-Ni

models that are mentioned,

as a function of the number of nearest

clustering will increase the

Ni neighbours; the one is of Robbins

average magnetic moment in

et al. [41 and the other of Ito and

Cu-Ni alloys in a much more

Akimitsu 161.

drastic way than in the linear model of Marshall.
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This latter model predicts for these samples effects of less than 1
percent (see eq. (2.4.12)), which therefore, according to eq. (6.2.1),
have been neglected completely. The additional moment changes were estimated by using the atomic distributions obtained from computer simulations
of the two different clustered states. These computer simulations, mentioned already in section 5.2.2, will be discussed in detail in section
6.3. Figure 6.2.3 shows that correction of M ( K ) for these changes in
moment removes the discrepancy in M ( K ) for the two different clustered
states within the experimental accuracy.
Fig. 6.2.3. The same data as
fig. 6.2.1, corrected
-1.0 -

for mo-

ment changes in the S40°C
data relative

to the 700°C

data caused by the non-linear
behaviour

of the Ni atom as a

function

of its

surrounding.

The black dots represent

the

700 C data and the open

circles

the 340°C data. The dashed

to
çr+f

line

is a least squares fit of eq.
(6.2.1) to the

experimental

points with g~ only. The solid
line is a fit with g,,gp and g~.
In principle it should be possible now to fit eq. (6.2.1) to these corrected data in order to find appropriate values for u

~V„. and the d i s -

v/U

NL

turbance parameters g., as was done by Cable et al. [7], Aldred et al. [8]
and Medina and Cable C9]. Unfortunately the investigated K-range is very
small in our case as well as for these other investigations. Therefore
the resolution in real space is severely limited, as has been discussed
in section 4.4.8. For obtaining more reliable values for g., which is the
most important disturbance parameter, the use of an independently obtained value for y_ ~UN-> e.g. that from bulk magnetization data or from
computer simulations is necessary. Using u„ ~y... " ~ 0.22p

from the

mentioned computer simulations gives g. • -0.072(± 0.003)p_ for a fit
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with g. only of eq. (6.2.1) to the experimental data as shown in fig.
6.2.3 by the dashed line. Taking three shells gives a better fit as
shown by the solid line. In order to be able to deduce also go>g 2

was

set equal to g . The values for gj, g 2 and g 3 found in this way are
-0.029(± 0.002)uD, -0.029(± 0.002)u1J and -0.017(± 0.002)un, respectively.
D

a

o

These values may be compared with the results of Aldred et al. and those
of Cable et al. Who found for gj the values -0.036(± 0.002)pß and -0.038
(+ O.OO'Dvu, respectively. The main difference is that our values for
—

a

the other g-parameters are larger than those of the other investigators.
6.2.2. The alloy

For this composition the behaviour of the magnetic diffuse scattering
cross-section at small K-values is qualitatively similar to but more
pronounced than those found by Hicks et al. [10] in the critical region.
Probably the reason for this is that in the present investigation measurements at smaller K-values than in those of Hicks et al. were carried out.
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(a)
Fig. 6.2.4. Inverse Lorentz plots of the magnetic diffuse scattering data
of the 47.5 at. pero. Ni sample for the equilibrium states
at 700e'c (a) and at 375°C (b).
An inverse Lorentz plot of the cross-section data, shown in figure 6.2.4
gives 67 ± 5 and 46 ± 4 mb/(sr at.) for the extrapolation of -rrr- to K = 0
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for the annealed and the quenched state, respectively. Assuming that
giant magnetic clusters occur at this composition and that these clusters
are uncorrelated in space, the differential magnetic diffuse scattering
cross-section may be written as

I

..,,=

'magn.diff

48.6

c . F2(K)

cl

<M21(K)>

cl

(6.2.4)

in mb/(sr at.), where M .(<) is the function which describes the spatial
distribution of the moment of each cluster, c , the number of clusters
per unit volume and F ( K ) the atomic 3d-form factor. Without knowledge
of the frequency distribution of the magnitudes of these magnetic clusters these cross-section data cannot be evaluated. Computer simulations
again can give valuable information on both c .. and the frequency distribution of these magnetic clusters as a function of their magnitude,
as will be shown in the next section.

6.3.

Computer simulations

6.3.1. Introduction
In an ideal solid' solution A B ,

the probability of finding n atoms A

X I

at a distance r. from an atom A or B is given by a binomial distribution

Bf (n) =

(6.3.1)

where Z^ is the co-ordination number for shell i and x the concentration
of component A. The conditional probability of finding an atom A at a
certain distance from an other atom is x, independent of the distance to
and the occupation of the central site. However, when ordering or clustering interatomic interactions are present, the binomial can no longer
be applied. The conditional probability P.. of finding an atom A at the
lattice site j when site i is occupied by an atom B can be determined
from the diffuse scattering of X-rays or thermal neutrons. This can be
used to recontruct the frequency distribution P.

(n) of the probability

of finding n atoms A at a distance r^ from an atom B. Two methods can be
used: i) analytical methods, based on the use of the grand partition
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function, taking into account the effective interatomic interactions
between the various kinds of atoms, and ii) computer experiments, which
simulate the microscopic atomic distributions corresponding to experimentally determined two-particle correlations.
The probability variation method, PVM, developed by Clapp [11,12], is
an example of an advanced analytical method. It gives detailed information on all possible atomic configurations, assuming that only pairwise
interactions play a role. This assumption is not valid for Cu-Ni, where
the amount of clustering is not symmetric with respect to the equi-atomic
composition [13,14]. Therefore, without corrections for effects due to
many-particle interactions, such a detailed analysis is not justified.
However, the shell distribution function will be correct, since for this
only effective pairwise interaction potentials are, needed. The analytical
methods are limited to small cluster sizes, since the number of possible
configurations increases very rapidly with the number of atoms in the
cluster. In order to predict atomic configurations which involve 50 or
100 atoms, computer experiments can be carried out to simulate microscopic
distributions with the desired average properties. A draw-back of these
simulations compared to analytical methods is that they reveal only instantaneous pictures of the atomic distribution, including its fluctuations. These can be fairly large due to the limited number of atoms
that can be used in these experiments. Some computer experiments, like
that by Gehlen and Cohen [15] do not use effective interatomic interactions for redistributing the atoms, but the atoms are interchanged
under the restriction of converging to a fixed set of two-particle correlations. Here we make use of a more sophisticated computer experiment,
discussed in section 5.2.2, which makes use of effective interatomic
interactions.

6.3.2. Results and discussion
The computer simulations have been carried out by Van Royen [2,13,21].
We will restrict our discussion to the results of the simulations obtained
for Cu Q 5 2 5 N i 0 475' R e s u l t s

of

frequency distributions for the first shell,
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the P^ lNl (n) at three different temperatures, using
V

- 10 meV and

= 4 meV from ref. [16], are given in table 6.3.1. Also the enhance-

ment factors (P^ lNl (n) / B^ lNl (n)) of these distributions with respect
to the binomial, at least those larger than J, are given. For high
temperatures all correlations vanish in the simulations and at 4000 C
P^ iNl (n) approaches 3^ lNl (n) very closely. In order to take clustering
into account, several authors [4,5,17,18] modified eq. (6.3.1) to

*BfNi(n)

U V y °"5 )
0

Number of nearest Ni neighbours

1

(6.3.2)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

•

0.0« 0.5
0.0 0.3

2 .4
2 .1

7.1
6.9

Modified binomial
a) -0.121

0.01 O.i:

0 .9

3.3

Gehlen1s method [l9]
aj«O.I21, O2--0.007,
«3*0.011

0.0

Binomial distribution
Present simulation; T*4000°C
ai = 0.022, a2" -0.008,
113^-0.005, oj, • 0.003

0.4

3.3
(I.4;

14 5 21 .1 22.2 17.2 9.7
13 4 20.2 22.2 17.3 10.7

8.6

16.0 21 .8 21 .7 15.8
(1.3 (1.6)
6.3 10 4 13.6 16.9 17.6 13.2
(1.02) (1.4)

39
56

8 2
(2 2)
10 0
(2 6)

Clapp's PVM [12]
aj »0.121, a 2 =• -0.008,
S3 > 0.011, ai, »0.0I2
Present simulation; T = 400°C,
ai «0.II2, ,=--0.008
03-O.OI5, 01,-0.007

10
1.1
1.2

11

12

0.18

0.013
0.0

0.21

2.9 0.61 0.06
(2.6) (3.4) (4.6)
6.5
1.63 0.22
(5.9) (9.1) 06 .9)

1.6
4.9
0.3
(4.5) (8.4) (9.4)

0 05 0.7
(1 3) (1.4)

1.8

49

9.9 15 6

0.006 0.0!

0 .6

2 .5

1.6
0.05 0.8
(1.3) (1.4)

4.2

7 1 14.3 20.9 22.5 17.6 9 8
(1.3. (1.8) (2.5J
9 9 14.1 16 7 16.5 15.2 9 5
(1.6) (2 4)

Modified binomial
ai« 0.I55
Present simulation; T=300°C,
d) «0.155, O 2 =0.013,
a 3 «0.040, ai, -0.031

19 1 17.2 15.6 9 2 4.1
1.5 0 42
(1 0!Ml.6) (2.4) (3.7) (8.3) :32 3)
3.7 0.84 0.09
(3.4) (4.7) (6.9)
7.4

3.1

0.84

(6.7) 07.2) 64.6)

Table 6.3.1. Probability -of finding n Ni atoms in the first shell around
a Ni atom as oaloulated for CuQ

N

SSß

^Q

475 for various

clustered states and with various methods. Enhancement factors with respect to the binomial distribution are given
between brackets, only when they are large" than 1.
with y = x + (l-x)a.. For two values of a. corresponding to the lower
temperatures also *B^

(n) is presented in table 6.3.1. Furthermore

the frequency distribution determined by Cohen [19] with Gehlen's
method, using the clustering data of Mozer et al. [20], is given,
together with the results of the PVM, published by Clapp [12]. Temperature
and interaction potentials are input parameters for the present simulations.
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Therefore it is difficult to produce a specific set of a.. The set of a.
from the simulation of the equilibrium state at 400 C is very close to the
data of Mozer et al. (see also the discussion in section 5.2.1). The maxi* NiNi
B.
(n) shifts gradually from n - 5.6 for the random situation

mum of

to n = 7.1 for a. = 0.155, while the height of this maximum is not affected.
This is quite different for the results of our computer simulations. The
maximum also shifts towards higher values of n with increasing clustering,
but decreases simultaneously. Also the tails of the distribution function
increase much stronger than those of the modified binomial with increasing
clustering, especially the Ni-rich one. The results obtained by Clapp also
show a strong enhancement at the Ni-rich tail. These enhancement factors
are smaller than those of our corresponding simulation, which probably is
a systematic effect, due to the physical shape and size of the cluster
chosen by Clapp. The discrepancies between our results and those of the
* NiNi
modified binomial B
(n) are due to the fact that this latter relation
is only valid for simple cubic and bcc lattices with nearest neighbour
interactions.
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Fig. 6.3.I. Ports of the computational system, yielding simulations of the
atomic distribution
in CuQ cpc^n 47CJ a) for a nearly random,
distribution with a^O.022, a.^-0.007, a3=-0.004 and a4=0.000,
and b) for a clustered state with a~=0.112. a„=-0.005. a,=0.012
and a =0.018. Only Ni atoms with 8 or more Ni atoms in their
first shell are displayed. Each of these plots consists of 9x9x5
unit cells3 one of which has been drawn at the left hand side.
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Information about c ., and the frequency distribution W(M .) of the
number of separated magnetic clusters as a function of the magnitude of
their moment M . can also be extracted from these simulations. Figure
cl
6.3.1 shows a part of the lattice for a nearly random distribution and
for a clustered state, corresponding to the annealed state of the specimen. According to the models of Robbins et al. and of Ito and Akimitsu
only Ni atoms with 8 or more Ni atoms in the first shell carry a moment,
and accordingly only these Ni atoms are displayed. Evaluating these maps
of the lattice in detail gives information about W(M .) and c ^ for the
two cases. From figure 6.3.2 it can be seen that W(M J

is a broad distri-

bution and that its width is strongly influenced by chemical clustering.

(b)
Fig. 6.3.2. The frequency distribution W(M ~) of the magnetic clusters
as a funation of their moments MQ^ for CuQ 5O£N^Q

475 from

computer simulation results for the nearly random (a) and
the clustered state lb), specified in figure 6.S.I.
One should be aware of these features in appreciating the analysis of
2
2
Hicks et al. [10] in which <M > is replaced by <M .,> .
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The numerical results of the computer simulations for a nearly random
distribution and the clustered state at 375 C are presented in table
6.3.2. Linear interpolation of these data with respect to a. gives for

c

cl

(percent)

nearly random distribution

M

cl

*c

<M B )

(uB>

da/äü ( K = 0 )
(mb/sr at.)

2.25

2.0

3 .7

0 .045

15

1.38

5.8

10.2

0 .079

69

(4000°C; c«! = 0.022)
clustered state

(375°C; a

= 0.117)

Table 6.3.2. Results of the computer simulations for a nearly random
distribution and for the clustered state at 375°C for
the Cu-Ni alloy with 47.5 at.pero. Ni.
the clustered state at 700 C <u> = 0.069 u„ and da/dfi ( K = 0 ) 50 mb/
a
(sr at.). This is in fair agreement with <u> = 0.051 u , given by Medina
and Cable [9]. The values for da/dîi (K=0) of the clustered states at
700 C and 375 C agree very well with the experimental data of 46 ± 4 and
6 7 + 4 mb/(sr at.)> respectively, as can be observed from figure 6.2.4,
where the results of these simulations are also shown.
Whether giant moments in Cu-Ni are necessary for explaining diffuse
magnetic neutron scattering results or not has been subject of a recent
dispute [9,22-24]. That giant moments occur in Cu-Ni and contribute
substantially to the magnetic diffuse scattering cross-section at certain
compositions is shown convincingly by the present investigation and supported by the results of the computer simulations. Giant moments cannot
be observed in the interference term of the scattering cross-sect "'.on for
polarized neutrons, used by Radhakrishna et al. [22] and Medina and Cable.
This term contains no correlations between moments, only the moment distribution function itself, averaged over all atoms of the system.

6.4. Conclusions
Neutron scattering experiments have shown very clearly that clustering
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strongly influences the average magnetic moment in Cu-Ni alloys. The
non-linear model of Ito and Akimitsu describing the behaviour of the
magnetic moment of Ni atoms in Cu-Ni as a function of their surroundings
can explain the experimental results both in the ferromagnetic region and
in the critical region for ferromagnetism. The occurrence of giant moment
clusters in the critical region could also be accounted for.
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CHAPTER VII.

7.1.

KINETICS OF CLUSTERING IN Cu-Ni

Experimental results

For nine

65

Cu- 62 Ni samples, varying in composition between 20 and 80 at.

perc. Ni, the time evolution of the diffuse thermal neutron scattering
cross-section at 400 C has been measured, according to the scheme outlined in section 4.2.3. For the null matrix, containing 56.5 at. perc.
Ni, this time evolution has also been measured at 320, 340, 425 and 450 C.
All specimens were quenched from 700 C. Subsequently they were annealed
at the desired temperature for periods ranging from 5 minutes to 500
o-l
hours. The K-range between 0.1 and 3.4 A

was investigated with 2.58 A

neutrons using a neutron spectrometer at the reactor HFR at Petten,
described in section 4.3. For the relaxation of the null matrix at 450°C
Â-] has been investigated with
7.3 A neutrons, using the small-angle neutron spectrometer of the KFA at
Jiilich (see also section 4.3).
From table 5.1.1 it can be seen that for the sample with 20 at. perc. Ni
the differences in the amount of clustering between 400 C and 700 C are

•a

i

I

OOI

50
time (hours)
(a)

100 O

50
time (hours)
(b)

time (hours)
(c)

Fig. 7.1.1. Relaxation of the diffuse scattering cross-section of the null
matrix at 320°C (a), 340°C (b) and 400°C (c); In {do/dn(°°) +
- do/dQ(t)} plotted versus time for a few values of ie. O:<=0. 3
T1;

A:K=0.4

T1

; •.•«-0.5 A'1;

A:K=0.6

T1

; M:K=0.7

T1.

solid lines are guided through the experimental points.

The
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very small. For the other eight samples the successive changes in àa/âu
were large enough for quantitative evaluation. The logarithm of the
- ait
-=7r(ic,t) for a few relaxations of the
successive differences aS2
null matrix have been plotted versus time in figure 7.1.1 for a few Kvalues. For a process which can be represented by a single relaxation time
the time dependence is represented by a straight line. Apart from deviations in the initial stages of the relaxations, which are most prominent
at the lower temperatures, they show indeed a linear behaviour in time
with a different slope for each K-value. From these slopes the corresponding relaxation function T ( K ) has been deduced according to
- da/dfl(K ,o))
_ da/d£2(ic ,t)J

(7.1.1)

The deviations from this linear behaviour in the initial stages of the
relaxation process are due to a not constant vacancy concentration during
the relaxation. The excess vacancies, frozen in by quenching from 700 C,
disappear during the first annealing steps. The vacancy supersaturation enhances diffusion and consequently relaxation in these early stages. The time
t

, during which the vacancy concentration is not in equilibrium, can

be calculated. We assume that the excess vacancies do not disturb the
thermodynamic properties of the binary system and that the jump frequency
f

of the vacancies is independent of the vacancy concentration c . The

decay process of the excess vacancies is assumed to be exponential in time
and can be expressed by
c v (t)

(cv(0) - cv(°°))e

-t/T,

(7.1.2)

c (0) is the equilibrium vacancy concentration at the quench temperature
Tg and c (<») that at the annealing temperature T.. When the system is in
equilibrium at a certain temperature T the vacancy concentration c (T) is
given by
c v (T) =

(7.1.3)

where Q. is the formation energy of the vacancy. C is a constant and T is
the relaxation time for the decay process of excess vacancies, given by
T V = C*N.eV k B T = C*N./fv .

(7.1.4)

- 1J2 -

N. is the average number of jumps per excess vacancy before it disappears.
C* is a constant, containing the information of the lattice like e.g. the
Debije frequency and the coordination number and 0

is the migration

energy of the vacancy. Considering that the vacancy concentration is
practically in equilibrium when c (t) < 1.1 c (°°), t

can be written as

C*N.

j , fCV(0) " C V ( œ ) l
ln
1 0.1 c (•») J •

n.e.

(7.1.5)

From this equation and eq. (7.1.4) it can be seen that t
strongly
n.e.
increases with decreasing T because f decreases exponentially with deA

v

creasing temperature, whereas the logarithm function increases. This
temperature dependence can be observed very well in the experiments (fig.
7.1.1). For the various compositions and temperatures that were investigated, 0- was taken between 1.4 eV for pure nickel and 1.0 eV for pure
copper from ref. [13, linearly interpolated according to the composition
and f

was deduced from ref. [2]. By taking N. = 10

jumps per excess

vacancy good agreement was obtained between the calculated values for
t
and observation. In most experiments
for N. a value between 10
v
n.e.
j
and 10
jumps per excess vacancy is found, depending on the sink concentration. This is in good agreement with the value of 10

for our

samples which have small grains. Therefore it is concluded that the
relaxation can be described with a single relaxation function T ( K ) during
the whole process.
For all relaxations at 400°C and those of the null matrix at 425 and
450°C the relative error'in Ada/dfl for K > 0.8 A

is of the order of

30 percent or more. This and the fact that in nearly all relaxations the
first annealing step is about 5 times the shortest relaxation time involved in the relaxation (~ 50 sec) make the data for T ( K ) in this Krange rather unreliable. For low K-values, K < 0.2 A

, in most relax-

ations no equilibrium was obtained due to the very long annealing times
needed there. For these reasons only the data at K-values ranging from
0.2 to 0.8 A

were used to fit Cook's model, according to the expression

= - 2a(ic) =
sin <r.
icr.

-) + A2(l -

sin Krt
icr.

(7.1.6)
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(see also section 3.2.3). A

and A„ are constants for a specific relax-

ation and are used as parameters for the fit procedure. In Cook's model
they are given by

(7.1.7)

A

l » 2 4 S Î C Ni C Cu D f > V ( r î k B T )

and
A

(7.1.8)

2=576nCNiCCuDK/(rlkBT)-

D is the diffusion coefficient for the relaxation process, in Cook's
model defined by (Darken equation)

D

- C Cu D Cu

+

C

(7.1.9)

Ni D Ni'

where D

and D„. are the tracer diffusion coefficients of Cu and Ni
Cu
Ni
respectively at that composition.

The parameters A

and A

for the relaxations at 400°C are given in table

7.1.1 and those for the relaxations of the null matrix at the various

at. perc.

Ni

A

l

(x lu"* )

A

2

(x 10~>> }

30
12 .0
8 .2

47. 5

40

7. 7

3.8

8. 5

19. 0

56.5
4.4
12 .0

60

65

80

70

2 .2

2 .1

1 .6

2. 8

24 .0

16 .0

9 .4

0. 1

Table 7.1.1. The parameters Aj and A^ of fitting eq. (7.1.6) to the relaxation data of the various Cu-Ni compositions; T. = 400 C.
temperatures in table 7.1.2. For the relaxation of the null matrix at
450°C the extrapolation of T(K) obtained in this way to K—values smaller
than 0.2 Ä

agrees extremely well with the results of the small-angle

temperature (°C)

320

340

400

425

450

A,

(x 10~")

0.11

0.27

4.4

II.0

24.0

A2

(x iO"11)

0.29

1.4

12.0

52.0

110.0

Table 7.1.2. The parameters A^ and A^ of fitting eq. (7.1.6) to the relaxation data of the null matrix at various temperatures.
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measurements carried out at Jülich. For K < 0.2 A

ä^*'00) *-s obtained

from extrapolating the measured equilibrium data at K > 0.2 A

. This is

shown in figure 7.1.2. Figure 7.1.3 shows the various stages of the relaxation of the diffuse scattering cross-section at 450 C for the null matrix.
Fig. 7.1.2. The relaxation function
T(K) for the null matrix at 450 C
versus K. The dots and triangles are
the experimental points measured at
Petten and at Jülich, respectively.
The drawn line is a tmo parameter
least squares fit of eq. (7.1.6) to
the experimental points in the range
*—l

0.2 A

Q—1

< K < 0.8 A

. The parameters

used are given in table 7.1.2.
The curves correspond to the theoretical values calculated from eqs.
(3.2.25) and (3.2.32) for the
various stages, using the parameters
for 450°C, given in table 7.1.2. Figure 7.1.4 shows the quality of the fit
Jülich

Petten
5 min.

Fig. 7.1.3. The various stages
of the relaxation of the null
to -

matrix at 450°Ct as measured

"r v\
// •• A\
•/
\

tr-1A
,

at Petten and at Jüliah, together with the corresponding
predictions of the model of
i

Cook (solid lines). The para•o

im,

' iw-

OS -

meters are given in table
7.1.2.

• 10
• 20
' 40
• 80
> 100
• 160

film

001

0.1

(A'1)

320
640
« 1920
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of a single relaxation function with only two parameters to the experimental points of the relaxation of the null matrix at 450 C. Enhanced
diffusion due to excess vacancies in the initial stages are not observable at this temperature.

10*
500

1000

1500

2000

time (minutes)

Fig. 7.1.4. Relaxation of the diffuse scattering aross-seotion of the
null matrix at 450°C; In {da/dü(<») - da/daCt)} plotted versus
time for a few values of K. The lines are the results of a
two parameter least squares fit of eq. (7.1.6) to those experimental data with 0.2 À

< K < 0.8 %

. The parameters

are given in table 7.1.2.
o-l
All relaxation times for K > 0.8 A

are systematically larger than

predicted by Cook's model. For the relaxations performed at 320 C and
340°C the values for T ( K ) are more reliable than those of the other
relaxations, since i) A-TJT is larger and ii) the relaxation process is
much slower; the first annealing period is of the same order of magnitude
as the shortest relaxation times involved in the process (~ 10 sec).

- 116 Fig. 7.1.5. Detail of a few
representative stages of the
relaxation of the null matrix

Is

at 340°C in order to show the

I

gradual shift in the location
. of the cross-over point

§

with increasing annealing
time. The corresponding annealing times in hours cere indicated in the lines which are

a

the result of smoothing the
experimental data. The statistical error per point is indicated and the scattering
patterns have been measured with a step in K of 0.025 1

.

The measured relaxation function T ( K ) in this K-region is yet systematically larger than predicted. Moreover, at these lower temperatures there
o™ 1

appears to be no fixed cross-over point at K ~ 1.15 A

, but instead a

gradual shift to smaller K-values is observed as shown in detail in figure
7.1.5. For the reasons outlined above this effect is difficult to observe
at more elevated temperatures.

a

Fig. 7.1.6. Set of diffraction patterns showing the relaxation of the null
matrix at 340°C after respectively 0, %, 1, 23 5, 10, 20t 50,
100, 150 and 500 hours.
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For all relaxations at 400 C and for those of the null matrix at 450,
425 and 340°C the time evolution of the diffuse scattering cross-section
shows a rather similar behaviour (see figure 7.1.6). However, the relaxation of the null matrix at 320°C behaves differently [3], as shown in
figure 7.1.7. Besides the normal relaxation a rapid increase of the
diffuse intensity at small K-values is observed in the initial stages
of the annealing.

o

K

(A"1)

Fig. 7.1.7. Set of diffraction patterns showing the relaxation of the null
matrix at 320°C after respectively 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, SO, 100
and 200 hours.
7.2.

Discussion

7.2.1. Model discussion
We used Cook's model for analyzing the experimental data because this
model is easy to handle. However, the use of the Darken equation D =
c

D

+

)

(eq. (7.1.9)) is only correct when the tracer diffusion

coefficients of the two components are the same. Otherwise the influence
of the slower component is underestimated by this model. In the limit of
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complete immobility of one of the two components this leads to contradiction; the model predicts relaxation (D f 0 ) , whereas migration of
only one component over the lattice sites can never rearrange the distribution of the atoms of the other kind.
The model also fails in describing both the time scale of the relaxation
for K > 0.8 A

and the behaviour around the cross-over points with

sufficient accuracy. The latter is due to the fact that in Cook's model
the relaxations of the various correlations are not coupled. This is
also the reason that diffuse scattering in Cook's model is not a conserved
quantity. Yamauchi takes coupling into account. He finds for small
K-values essentially the same results as Cook, but the time dependent
fluctuation term A(ic,t) in Yamauchi's model (see eq. (3.3.25)) makes
diffuse intensity a conserved quantity and consequently allows for a
gradual shift in the location of the cross-over points. The latter is
observed in Cu-Ni alloys in the relaxations at lower temperatures
(see fig. 7.1.5). A(ic,t) influences the much smaller effects at the
larger K-values probably most strongly and this might explain the
systematic differences between the experimentally determined relaxation
o- 1

times and the predictions of Cook's model for K > 0.8 A
f
Yamauchi's model seems able to account for these effects at larger
K-values. However, because an interchange mechanism for diffusion is
used, it has the same deficiency as Cook's model in describing clustering
kinetics in binary systems of which the activation energies for diffusion
of the two components differ considerably.
Cook's theory for clustering kinetics is quantitatively correct for
K < 0.8 A

. Since the models of Cahn and Cook are practically equivalent

for K < 0.6 A

, the improvement of Cook's model over that of Cahn

remains limited, at least for clustering systems.

7.2.2. Thermodynamic parameters
The two parameters A. and A„ of the tables 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, obtained from
fitting eq. (7.1.6) to the experimental T ( K ) contain three independent
variables, the diffusion coefficient D, the concentration gradient energy
coefficient K and f", the second derivative of the local free energy
f(c,T) with respect to the concentration. Additional information on at
least one of these three parameters is necessary. Tracer diffusion
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measurements by Monma et al. [4] showed that D .<<DC . This means that
the value of D in eq. (7.1.9) is essentially determined by D

. However

these tracer diffusion data were obtained at high temperatures and must
be extrapolated over about 10 orders of magnitude. This and the few
compositions for which the tracer diffusion coefficients have been determined make D

less suitable to use as input parameter. The concentration

gradient energy coefficient K is not very useful either, since in polycrystalline samples K is a complicated function of interaction range
and interaction potentials. Fortunately, f" can be calculated with higher
reliability from the experimentally determined pairwise interaction
potentials V. discussed in chapter V, Therefore the following mean field
expression has been applied [5]:
(7.2.1)

k B T/c(l-c).

f" = 2(12V

The use of this regular approximation for f" is allowed since we are in
most cases far enough above T

and since the uncertainties in V. do not

justily a more advanced calculation. Using the V., calculated with CMA
from the clustering parameters a., f" has been calculated by means of
eq. (7.2.1) and the results for f" and the values obtained for K and
D are given in table 7.2.1 for the relaxations at 400°C. The values of

at. perc. Ni

30

f" (109 erg/cm3)
K do- 7 arg/cm)

20.6 16.1
3.5 4.5
5.6 42.6
8.5 71.0

îi

(10" 21 cm 2 /s)

Cu CIO"

D

21

cra2/s)

40

47.5

56.5 60

65

12.5
16.0
25.7

8.2 5 .3
5.5 15.2
46.1 36.4

70

80

8.0

10.7

27.7

16.0

16.6

0.2

24.2

15.3

13.4

49 .0 106.0 91 .0 69.0

51.0

67.0

•

Table 7.2.1. f"3 K and D at 400°C for the various compositions. K and
D are deduced from the parameters Aj and A~ of table 7.1.13
using values for f" calculated with CMA from the pairwise
interaction potentials V.. The values for D„

are deduced

from D with the help of eq. (7.1.9).

K show large fluctuations but, apart from the 80 at.perc. Ni sample,
are of the same order of magnitude. K can also be calculated by
considering only the nearest neighbour interaction potentials with
the help of [5]:

-
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K, = -2V,rJ.

(7.2.2)

The r e s u l t s are given in t a b l e 7 . 2 . 2 . These values of Kj a r e l a r g e r
at. perc. Ni

30

40

Kj (10"7 erg/cm)
K | + 2 (I0- 7 erg/c»)

17.9

19.1 16.5

9.4

9.1

47.5

10.4

56.5 60

65

70

80

1 7 . 0 1 6 . 5 1 7 . 5 1 8 . 62 1 . 2
13.0 14.7 14.3 14.712.1

|+2

Table 7.2.2. Concentration gradient energy coefficients, calculated for
interactions between nearest neighbours, K~, and for interactions between nearest and next nearest neighbours, Kj+2 *
according to the eqs. (7.2.2) and 7.2.3), respectively.
than those of table 7.2.1, but in K. only the first shell interaction
has been included. Taking also the second shell interaction potential
into account, according to
(7.2.3)

(12V

gives lower values which are in better agreement with those of table 7.2.1.
The values of f" can also be obtained from measurements of the heat of
formation of Cu-Ni alloys. Elford et al. [6] measured the excess
enthalpy for the whole composition range at the relatively low temperature
of 500°C. From these enthalpy data and the entropy data selected by
Hulgren et al. [7] values for f" at 400°C have been deduced. The results,
given in table 7.2.3, agree reasonably well with the data of table 7.2.1.

at. perc. Ni

30

40

47.5

f" (109 erg/cm3)

14.5

13.2 11 .7

56.5 60
10.2

9.7

65
9 .6

70

80

9.7 11.3

Table 7.2,2. Composition dependence of f" at 400 C calculated from
measurements of the heat of formation of Cu-Ni alloys
at 500°C 16,71.
The latter depend more strongly on composition than those of Elford et al.,
but the extrapolation

over 100 C might be responsible for this discrepancy,

since many-particle interactions influence the mean field temperature
dependence, as was observed at the relaxations of the null matrix at various
temperatures. The diffusion data (table 7.2.1) scatter too, but it is clear

- 121 that the values of D

, deduced from D by means of eq. (7.1.9), are more or
L>U

less independent of composition. This is remarkable, since the tracer
diffusion coefficients of both Cu and Ni of Monma et al. vary over at least
three orders of magnitude between 20 and 85 at. perc. Ni at 400 C. However,
Van Royen et al. [2], measuring clustering kinetics by means of resistivity
measurements found that the average relaxation time for the clustering
process varied over 1 order of magnitude only between 30 and 80 at. perc. Ni.
For the relaxations of the null matrix between 320 and 450 C the same
procedure has been followed. In order to determine f" at 320 C the data for
the higher temperatures were extra-polated linearly in T. The results are
given in table 7.2.4. K is fairly constant and agrees reasonably well with
temperature (°C)

320

f" (109 erg/cm3)
K (lO"7 erg/cm)
K, (10" 7 erg/cm)
K, +2 (l0~ 7 erg/cm)
ÎS d o " 2 1 cm2/s)
D Cu (10" 21 cm2/s)

5.8

7.8

8.2

8.9

4.0

11.2
19.0
II.8

5.8

11.0
17.0
13.3
110.4
253.7

-

340

1.4

2.6

3.3

5.9

400

17.0
13.0
46.2
106.2

425

450

10.8
12.9
17.0
13.3
205.5
472.5

Table 7.2.4. f", K and D for the null matrix at various temperatures.
K and

D have been calculated from the par-ieters A- and

A g of table 7.1.2, using values for f" calculated with
CMA from the pairwt.se interaction potentials V.. The values
for D„

are deduaed from D with eq. (7.1.9). Also K- and

X-t-LQ representing interactions between nearest neighbours
and between nearest and next nearest neighbours, respectively,
are given.

the values of K. „, which also are given in table 7.2.4. The temperature
dependence of f" is smaller than predicted by the data of Elford et al..
This might be ascribed to many-particle contributions to V.» which influence
the temperature dependence of a., of T

and of f". The diffusion data can

be described reasonably well by a straight line in a plot of In D versus
1/T, as shown in figure 7.2.1. Also the extra-polations of the tracer
diffusion coefficients of Cu and Ni by Monma et al. for the composition
Cu_ cNin c a re given. The data for D are in excellent agreement with the
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extra-polation from the high temperature diffusion data. However, the activation energy of the interdiffusion coefficient (Q(D) = 1.7 + 0.3 eV/at.)
is lower than those of Cu and Ni (Q(Dp ) = 2.61 + 0.01 eV/at. and Q(D N -) =
= 2.90 + 0.07 eV/at. [4]). This is also found for the kinetics of s.r.o.
and for the Zener relaxation-effect [8].

7.2.3. Spinodal decomposition
Apart from the relaxation behaviour above T , close above and inside the
coherent miscibility gap also other processes take place, like e.g. incoherent decomposition. The relaxation function T ( K ) in Cook's approximation can
be written as [9]
= -2ct(ic) = C (f" + 2n 2 Y + 2 K B 2 ( K ) )

B2(K),

(7.2.4)

where C is a numerical constant for each relaxation. In this expression
also the coherent elastic energy contribution 2n Y has been taken into
account, since it is no longer negligibly small with respect to f" when
2
T •*• T . Paulson [5] calculated the elastic energy contribution 2n Y of
Cu-Ni alloys as function of composition for the crystallographic direco
o
tions <100>, <110> and <111>. These terms vary between 1.10 and 4.5.10
3
erg/cm and are smooth functions of composition, as shown in figure 7.2.2.
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Fig. 7.2.2. The elastic energy
2T) Y versus composition for Cu-Ni
E
u

alloy83 for the

ff

directions <111>3
<110> and <100>3
after Paulson 152
Our calculated values

CM

for 2T\ ¥3 averaged
over all directions3
100

are given in addition
. '• (dashed line).

They are not small in comparison with f" of e.g. the null matrix in the
investigated temperature range. Their effect is a less strong temperature
dependence of the experimental f" as compared to the values calculated from
high temperature thermodynamic data, since the elastic energy is hardly
temperature dependent. This is indeed apparent when the f" data, calculated
from the V., are compared with those calculated from data on the heat of
formation.
For small values of K eq. (7.2.4) is equivalent to the inverse of the
amplification factor R ( K ) of Cahn's continuum approximation. For T>Tc
2
one has f">0 and since K>0 for clustering systems and 2n Y>0 it follows
that T ( K ) > 0 for all K, which means that the system is stable and shows
a normal relaxation behaviour. However, when T<T , then f"<0. When
f" + 2n Y>0, the system is metastable. It can decrease its energy by incoherent precipitation, which removes the coherent strain contribution
2
2ri Y, But this occurs only via a nucleation and growth mechanism (see
2
also section 3.2.2). When f" + 2n Y<0 a K .. can be found such that
crit
T ( K ) > 0 still holds for K > K

. , but that T ( K ) < 0 for K < K

. . This means

that the system is stable with respect to fluctuations with a wavelength
smaller than A

. and relaxes normally, whereas the system becomes
and decomposes
unstable for fluctuations with wavelengths larger than \crit
spinodally. Whether decomposition takes place in the null matrix at
320 C or not is difficult to conclude. On the one hand a rapid initial
growth of diffuse intensity occurs at small values of K, which is usually
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observed during spinodal decomposition as e.g. in Al-Zn by Rundman and
Hilliard [10], whereas the relaxation at larger values of K behaves
quite normally. On the other hand it is not clear why the process ends
after a short period of time. Unfortunately, the slow diffusion in Cu-Ni
around and below 320 C makes a detailed investigation of these effects
impossible. Predictions of the miscibility gap, discussed in detail in
section 5.2.4 do not exclude the possibility of decomposition at 320 C.
This is also supported by recent measurements by Tsakalakos [11], who
studied diffusion in concentration modulated thin Cu-Ni films. He found
o

that a concentration modulation with a wavelength of 50 A and an amplitude of 8 at. perc. in a Cu-Ni thin film of 60 at. perc. Ni was stable
at 325 C, whereas it decayed at 340 C. Moreover, amplitudes of more than
8 at. perc. appeared also unstable in the initial stages of annealing
at 325°C. These effects indicate also that T lies between 325 and 340°C
c
for that particular composition. Poerschke [12], applying the same
technique as described in this work, recently also observed an increase
in diffuse intensity at smaller K-values in the early stages of the
relaxation of

Cu_ , Ni_ , at 250°C. In this case diffusion is assumed

to take place by means of the diffusion of interstitials which are
created by electron irradiation.
7.3.

Conclusions

It has been found that for all investigated compositions and temperatures
clustering kinetics involves diffusion over all distances in the system,
each with its own relaxation time. It has also been found that the relaxation can be described by one single relaxation process. This process is
exponential in time. A comparison with Cook's model was satisfactory for the
later stages of the clustering process and at the smaller K-values the
relaxation behaviour is in agreement with qualitative predictions of
Yamauchi's model.
Thermodynamic and diffusion data have been derived for the whole composition range at relatively low temperatures, where, at least for diffusion,
the usual methods fail, due to the low atomic mobility. Using the pairwise
interaction potentials V., determined from the equilibrium clustering data,
results for f" could be obtained that agreed fairly well with f" calculated
from data on the heat of formation of Cu-Ni alloys. From the former data
for f" K and D could be determined as a function of composition at 400 C
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and at various temperatures between 320 and 450 C for the null matrix.
The results for K are in agreement with those calculated from the pairwise
interaction potentials. The behaviour of D versus composition and, at the
null matrix composition, versus 1/T indicates that the Darken equation is
not adequate for the description of the interdiffusion. The smaller
temperature dependence of f" close to T , as compared to extrapolations
of thermodynamic data for the null matrix composition is probably caused
by the coherent elastic energy in these alloys.
The anomalous behaviour of the relaxation of the null matrix at 320 C at
small K-values suggests a critical temperature for decomposition between
320 and 340°C. This is in reasonable agreement with literature data and
with the predictions given in section 5.2.4, which are based on equilibrium
clustering data.
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SUMMARY
The amount of clustering in Cu-Ni alloys, in thermal equilibrium at
several temperatures between 400 C and 700 C and ranging in composition
between 20 and 80 atomic percent Ni has been determined by means of
diffuse neutron scattering. The Warren-Cowley cluster parameters show
a strong asymmetry with respect to the equi-atomic composition. The
asymmetry is temperature dependent. This behaviour cannot be described
with sufficient accuracy by pairwise interactions only. The observed
asymmetry and its temperature dependence is attributed to many-particle
interactions. The location of the coherent miscibility gap in Cu-Ni has
been calculated from the experimental data. Its asymmetry is in good
agreement with data on the heat of mixing. Size effects are small in
Cu-Ni. Yet a rough calculation of the excess elastic energy due to
alloying Cu with Ni shows that this contribution to the configurâtional
energy is asymmetric in the composition as well, with its maximum
located between 60 and 70 atomic percent Ni. This asymmetry is caused
by different elastic constants for Cu and Ni and it might explain part of
the asymmetry of clustering in Cu-Ni and its temperature dependence.
With the help of the measured cluster parameters the magnetic diffuse
neutron scattering cross-sections of several differently clustered
compositions in Cu-Ni could be interpreted, both well inside the ferromagnetic phase and in the transition region between ferromagr.er.ism and
superparamagnetism. The magnetic moment of a Ni atom in Cu-Ni is influenced
by its environment and good consistency between the various measurements
could be obtained by assuming a non-linear behaviour. Giant momenta have
been observed, which occurrence could be explained by using the seme nonlinear model, at least when clustering was properly taken into account.
Non-equilibrium distributions and their changes during relaxing towards
equilibrium have been investigated by measuring the time-evolution of the
diffuse scattering. This has been carried out at 400 C for nine compositions, varying between 20 and 80 atomic percent Ni. The relaxation of the
null matrix (composition without Bragg reflections for neutron scattering)
has been measured at five temperatures between 320°C and 450°C. The results
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of these relaxations were compared with a few available kinetic models.
Good agreement was found with the model of Cook et al. and with that of
Yamauchi. Both are based on discrete lattice diffusion. An interchange
model for diffusion was used instead of the physically more realistic
process of migration via vacancies. This might explain the discrepancy
in the behaviour of the interdiffusion coefficient between model calculations and experimental results. In the first stages of the relaxation
of the null matrix at 320°C a fast increase of diffuse intensity at
small values of the scattering vector is observed. This is probably due
to spinodal decomposition of this alloy.
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SAMENVATTING
In de meeste binaire legeringen is de verdeling van de atomen over de
roosterplaatsen niet geheel willekeurig. Dit betekent dat op atomair
niveau de samenstelling niet slechts onderhevig is aan fluctuaties in de
tijd, maar tevens dat bij middeling over een voldoend groot aantal
plaatsen of gemiddeld in de tijd de gelijktijdige bezetting van verschillende roosterplaatsen gecorreleerd is. Deze correlaties in bezetting
zijn afhankelijk van temperatuur, aard en samenstellingsverhouding van
de betreffende legeringselementen. Wanneer atomen neiging vertonen zich
te willen omringen met atomen van de andere soort spreekt men van korteafstandsorde. De voorkeur voor omringing met gelijksoortige atomen wordt
klontering genoemd. Op dit moment bestaat er geen model dat deze verschijnselen volledig kan beschrijven. Een groeiende hoeveelheid vaak
zeer nauwkeurige en gedetailleerde meetgegevens betreffende korte-afstandsordening maakt het de laatste jaren mogelijk verschillende theorieën te onderzoeken. Veel minder is echter bekend over klontering in
legeringen.
In dit proefschrift wordt een systematisch experimenteel onderzoek beschreven naar klontering in binaire legeringen, de invloed ervan op
een aantal fysische eigenschappen en naar de kinetiek van klontefing.
Voor dit onderzoek is het systeem koper-nikkel gekozen, gezien zijn
betrekkelijke eenvoud:
i) de roosterparameters van beide legeringselementen verschillen
slechts drie procent,
ii) het systeem is volledig oplosbaar over een groot temperatuurgebied,
iii) evenwichtstoestanden in de atomaire verdeling kunnen worden bereikt
in een aantrekkelijk temperatuurgebied en
iv) het is één der meest geschikte systemen voor dit soort onderzoek,
althans wanneer het wordt uitgevoerd met diffuse neutronenverstrooiing en wanneer voor de legeringen gebruik wordt gemaakt van de
isotopen

65

Cu en

62

Ni.

In algemene zin worden de verschillende onderwerpen van dit onderzoek
behandeld in de hoofdstukken II en III. In hoofdstuk IV zijn de preparaatbereiding, de neutronenverstrooiingsexperimenten en de noodzakelijke
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correcties op de meetresultaten uitvoerig beschreven. Resultaten van
de experimenten aan koper-nikkel in het licht van diverse statische en
kinetische modellen zijn besproken in de hoofdstukken V, VI en VII.
De mate van klontering in evenwichtssituaties tussen 400 C en 700 C is
met behulp van de diffuse verstrooiing van thermische neutronen bepaald als functie van de temperatuur voor een aantal samenstellingen
met nikkelgehaltes tussen 20 en 80 atoomprocent.
De gevonden Warren-Cowley klonteringsparameters zijn asymmetrisch in
de samenstelling en deze asymmetrie is temperatuurafhankelijk. Dit
klonteringsgedrag kan niet afdoende worden beschreven in een benadering
met paarinteracties. Interacties tussen meer lichamen bepalen de
asymmetrie en voor een deel de waargenomen temperatuurafhankelijkheid
van de Warren-Cowley parameters. Uit deze parameters is het ontmenggebied in koper-nikkel bepaald. Dit komt redelijk overeen met recente
berekeningen weüke zijn gebaseerd op metingen van de vormingswarmte van
koper-nikkellegeringen. Afmetingseffecten spelen een kleine rol. Toch
laat een oppervlakkige berekening van de extra elastische energie tengevolge van het legeren zien dat deze bijdrage tot de configuratieenergie ook asymmetrisch is in de samenstelling met een maximum tussen
60 en 70 atoomprocent nikkel. Deze asymmetrie is het gevolg van ongelijke elastische constanten van koper en nikkel. Met dit gedrag van de
elastische bijdrage kan mogelijk een deel van de asymmetrie van de
klontering in koper-nikkel worden verklaard.
Met behulp van de klonteringsgegevens konden de bij verschillende samenstellingen en klonteringstoestanden gemeten doorsneden voor de magnetische
diffuse verstrooiing van thermische neutronen geïnterpreteerd worden,
zowel voor koper-nikkellegeringen in de ferromagnetische fase als ook
in het overgangsgebied van ferromagnétisme naar super-paramagnetisme.
Gebruik makend van een model, waarbij het magnetisch moment van nikkelatomen in koper-nikkel op niet-lineaire wijze afhankelijk is van hun
directe omringing kon goede overeenstemming tussen de metingen onderling
worden verkregen. In het overgangsgebied worden reuzenmomenten waargenomen, welke binnen dit model, klantering in aanmerking nemend, verklaard kunnen worden.
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Niet-evenwichtsverdelingen en hun veranderingen bij relaxatie naar evenwicht zijn bestudeerd door de ontwikkeling in de tijd te meten van de
diffuus verstrooide intensiteit. Dit is gedaan voor een groot aantal
samenstellingen, variërend tussen 20 en 80 atoomprocent nikkel, bij
400°C. Tevens zijn van de zogenaamde nuimatrix (samenstel .ing waarbij
geen braggreflecties optreden) soortgelijke relaxatiemetingen uitgevoerd
bij een vijftal temperaturen tussen 320°C en 450°C. De resultaten van
deze metingen zijn vergeleken met een aantal kinetische modellen en
redelijke overeenstemming is gevonden met het model van Cook et al.
en dat van Yamauchi. Het hierbij gebruikte diffusiemechanisme van plaatswisseling van naaste buren in plaats van de meer waarschijnlijke migratie
van vacatures is een mogelijke oorzaak van het afwijkende gedrag van de
interdiffusiecoëfficiënt bij vergelijking met de experimentele resultaten.
Het optreden van een snelle stijging van de diffuse intensiteit bij kleine
waarden van de verstrooiingsvector in de eerste stadia van de relaxatie
van de nuimatrix, dat alleen is waargenomen bij de laagste onderzochte
temperatuur (320°C), wordt mogelijk veroorzaakt door spinodale ontmenging van het systeem.
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Page
neutron scattering length of the atom at site a

13

lattice parameter

41

scattering length of the element at site SL

15

velocity of light

25

concentration of A (B) atoms

4

concentration wave in real space (its Fourier

c(r_,t) (A(£,t)

transform
cv(t),cv(T)

vacancy concentration
charge of a single electron

37
111
25

average conditional probability of finding an
atom B at site o (= <a >)
f(c,T)

local Helmholtz free energy

f"

second derivative of the local free energy with
2
2
respect to the concentration, d f/dc
X-ray scattering factor of the element at site a

k
k

B

8
34

113
16

vacancy jump frequency

111

Lande factor of atom A

25

Planck's constant / 277

12

wave vector

12

Boltzmann's constant

6

Fermi radius

23

k
—o

wave vector incident beam

13

m (m ,m )

mass (electron-, neutron-)

12

P

= £.(uÄ(0) - u £ ,(0))

17

)U'

= R

- R_ , ; inter-atomic vector

18

full width at half maximum of the resolution in
s

:

t

:

real space

69

l/cos e

61

time

13

n (t)

; time dependent Heisenberg operator
v (v n )
;
velocity (neutron-)
A(i<,t) (c(r_,t))i Fourier amplitude in reciprocal space (its
Fourier transform in real space)
B Q (J<), Bj(j<)
2

B (K)

13
12

37

! zeroth and first order amplification factors

48

: lattice sum

42
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page

: binomial distribution, describing the probability to find n atoms A at a distance r. of an
A atom
interdiffusion coefficient

102
36

D
D

diffusion coefficient tor the relaxation process

113

D

tracer diffusion coefficients of components A, B

A2

energy (neutron-)

12

elastic energy per defect atom

91

A' D B

E.

polarized field as seen by an atom at site i,
8

G

J=A, ( E o )

Young's modulus

38

Helmholz free energy

34

magnetic form factor of atom A

25

Gibb's potential

34

shear modulus of element B

92

frequency distribution of possible states when
site j is occupied by an atom A

G(t> t ) (S(jç,U)))

place and time dependent correlation function
(its Fourier transform)

15

H

hamiltonian

H

magnetic field

25

I

intensity

61

J

interdiffusiorial flux

36

K

concentration gradient energy coefficient

36

M

atomic mobility

36

M

magnetic moment of a giant cluster

cl

N
N.

102

moment distribution function

27

number of atoms in the system

4

average number of jumps per excess vacancy
before annihilation

pAB
oj

4

112

number of like nearest neighbours

29

polarization vector for neutrons

28

Lorentz polarization factor for X-rays

16

conditional probability of finding an atom A at
site o when site j is occupied by an atom B
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Pf(n)

probability of finding an atom A with in its
i-th shell n atoms A

99

ratio of second to first order scattering coef64

ficients
formation and migration energy of a vacancy

Qf
R

44

transition rate operator
interchange rate of 3- at site j and 3

111

at site r

44

h

position vector

13

UK)

amplification factor of Cahn's continuum model

37

time dependent spin component of atom A in

<JK,(O) <G(r,t))

direction a

25

scattering law (its Fourier transform)

15

T

temperature

6

f

quench rate

76

T

critical temperature for decomposition

82

magnetic correlation function

25

transmission

61

c

Tm

tanh(X+Xj)
_

10

X=0
probability of scattering an electron, initially

^

ij

(V.)
1/

in state k into state k
—o
—
pairwise interaction potential (-for shell i)

23
4

potential at site £ for the scattering of
electrons

23

frequency distribution function of magnetic clusters as a function of their moment M ^
2W

exponent in the Debije-Waller factor

W({8};t)

probability that the system at time t is in state

106
18

{3}

44

Y

effective elastic modulus

38

Z

grand partition function

44

Z

cc-ordination number of the i-th shell

19

indices for Carthesian components

25

i

Warren Cowley s.r.o. parameter

«00

9

amplification factor of the discrete lattice
diffusion model

41
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page
l/kBT
ß.
ï

y
Y. ., Y
i»J
e
«. ., 6
i,j n-m
«(0)
EAA eAB eBB
1

i

l

size-effect parameter for shell i

21

gyromagnetic ratio of a neutron (= -1.91)

25

reduced interaction energy

47

Kronecker symbol

14

delta funtion

16

average relative displacements in the average r.
caused by a pair AA, AB or BB, respectively
: ratio of scattering lengths, = b_/b.

n
n

6

20
21

: linear strain per unit composition difference
38

_n
e

unit vector in spin direction

28

scattering angle

23

K

scattering vector, =lc - k = 4ir sin 8/A

13

IC

unit vector along jc

25

X

wavelength

12

A

èln(cA/cB)

1

time averaged magnetic moment of atom A at site £

JJ

4°

c

..< >
W

A '

6
25

chemical potentials of components A and B in
phase c

34

v

: Poisson's ratio

38

Ç

: coefficient for the interchange rate

45

p

: electrical resistivity

23

J

: interchange rate for pairs XX

45

x

t interchange rate between two neighbouring sites

n.r

n.and r

B

: occupation operators for site i

45
4

<J,.(cr ,0 »a,,0.)î total (scattering, absorption, diffuse,
C

S

â

Q

X

62
incoherent) cross-section for neutrons

5-

! Flinn operator

x

: relaxation time for decay process excess vacancies

T

: ln(l/Tm)

T(K)

: relaxation function

ty.

: angle between jç. and _n

ip

: interaction range

5
111
61
111
68
37
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page
circular frequency

13

frequency distribution of all states in a grand
canonical ensemble
Au I
Ao(jÇ,t)

full width at half maximum of S. ( K , W )
inc *~"

6
67

zeroth order time dependent fluctuation term of

r.)

A
do/dß

Z
I'f(p+r)
r

the statistical mechanical model

48

dispersion relation for the Debije-Waller factor

18

specific atomic volume

42

(unit of) solid angle

13

difference in specific atomic volume

92

horizontal counter width

68

differential cross-section

16

partial differential corss-section

13

differential vector operator 3/9 jç_

36

summation over all lattice sites
summation over only nearest neighbours r of p
expectation value

4
41
6
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